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(54) Pump wetting in a liquid ejecting apparatus

(57) A liquid ejecting apparatus includes: a head
member having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit; a
main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit
based on ejecting data; a capping member relatively
movable between a position away from the head mem-
ber and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the capping
member; and a built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump provided in the suction way. Astate-

quantity recognizing part recognizes a state quantity re-
lated to a dry state in an inside of the positive displace-
ment pump. A judging part judges whether the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry, by comparing the
state quantity with a standard state quantity. A prelimi-
nary-operation carrying-out part carries out a prelimi-
nary operation for wetting the inside of the positive dis-
placement pump, when the inside of the positive dis-
placement pump is dry.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a liquid ejecting appa-
ratus having a head member capable of ejecting a drop
of liquid from a nozzle.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Generally, an ink-jetting recording apparatus,
which is an example of liquid ejecting apparatus, in-
cludes a recording head having a nozzle, an ink-jetting
means for ejecting ink from the nozzles (for example, a
piezoelectric vibrating member or a heat-generating
member), and a main controlling part that controls the
ink-jetting means based on recording data.
[0003] The nozzle of the recording head may be
clogged with thickened ink. In order to prevent clogging
of the nozzle with the thickened ink, the thickened ink
may be forcibly sucked, from the nozzle.
[0004] Tube pumps are commonly used for forcibly
sucking the thickened ink. In a tube pump, a tube is col-
lapsed by a pulley, and then returns to an original shape
of the tube due to rigidity thereof. The latter volume
change provides a suction power.
[0005] However, the rigidity of the tube may change
depending on temperature change or the like, so that
suction speed may also change undesirably. In addition,
in order to increase a volume of sucked ink, it is effective
to raise a rotation speed of the pulley. However, there is
no effect if the pulley is rotated at a speed faster than
that at which the collapsed tube returns to the original
shape. That is, the volume of sucked ink can not be in-
creased greatly. In addition, if the diameter of the tune
is increased, the volume of sucked ink maybe in-
creased. However, in that case, the thickness of the tube
has to be increased in order to maintain the rigidity of
the tube, which results in the larger sucking system.
[0006] The inventor has paid attention to a built-in
slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump, be-
cause it is easy to downsize and optimally design the
built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump
depending on a driving rotational speed and/or a re-
quired flow rate.
[0007] However, in the built-in slide-rotator type of
positive displacement pump, there is the following prob-
lem, that is, when the inside of the positive displacement
pump comes to nearly a dry state due to a long disuse
or the like, the seal tightness between the pump frame
(casing) and the slide-rotator (gear or the like) may be
weakened so that the suction power may be consider-
ably reduced.
[0008] JP Laid-Open Publication No. 55-64178 dis-
closes a technique wherein a wetting agent is injected
from outside into between a seal ring and a seal plate
before driving a gear pump (an example of built-in slide-
rotator type of positive displacement pump) , when a

kind of heated liquid is conveyed by the gear pump.
[0009] However, it is necessary to inject the wetting
agent into the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump only when the inside comes to nearly
a dry state. That is, if the wetting agent is injected in the
built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump
always before driving the positive displacement pump,
the wetting agent may be wasted in surplus. This is not
preferable.

Summary of the Invention

[0010] The object of this invention is to solve the
above problems, thatis, to provide a liquid ejecting ap-
paratus includingabuilt-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump wherein the inside of the positive
displacement pump can be efficiently returned from a
dry state to a wet state.
[0011] In this specification and claims, the "wet state"
in the inside of the positive displacement pump means
a state capable of providing a negative pressure equal
to or greater than -5 kPa, preferably -15 kPa, by means
of an operation of the positive displacement pump.
[0012] In order to achieve the object, the invention is
a liquid ejecting apparatus comprising: a head member
having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liq-
uid in the nozzle; a main controlling part that drives the
liquid-ejecting unit based on ejecting data; a capping
member relatively movable between a position away
from the head member and a position in contact with the
head member; a suction way communicated with an in-
side of the capping member; a built-in slide-rotator type
of positive displacement pump provided in the suction
way; a state-quantity recognizing part that recognizes a
state quantity related to a dry state in an inside of the
built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump;
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which a stand-
ard state quantity is set, the standard state quantity be-
ing a standard for carrying out a preliminary operation
for wetting the inside of the positive displacement pump;
a judging part that judges whether the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing the
state quantity recognized by the state-quantity recog-
nizing part with the standard state quantity set in the
standard-state-quantity setting part; and a preliminary-
operation carrying-out part that carries out the prelimi-
nary operation for wetting the inside of the positive dis-
placement pump, when it is judged by the judging part
that the inside of the positive displacement pump is dry.
[0013] According to the above feature, since the pre-
liminary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump is carried out only when it is judged
that the inside of the positive displacement pump is dry,
the inside of the positive displacement pump can be ef-
ficiently returned from a dry state to a wet state.
[0014] Alternatively, the invention is a liquid ejecting
apparatus comprising: a head member having a nozzle
and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle;
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a main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit
based on ejecting data; a capping member relatively
movable between a position away from the head mem-
ber and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the capping
member; a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displace-
ment pump provided in the suction way; a state-quantity
recognizing part that recognizes a state quantity related
to a dry state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator type
of positive displacement pump; a standard-state-quan-
tity setting part in which a standard state quantity is set,
the standard state quantity being a standard for carrying
out a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of the
positive displacement pump; a judging part that judges
whether the inside of the positive displacement pump is
dry or not, by comparing the state quantity recognized
by the state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity setting
part; a displaying part that displays judge result by the
judging part; an inputting part into which a preliminary-
operation instruction is manually inputted; and a prelim-
inary-operation carrying-out part that carries out the pre-
liminary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump, basedon the preliminary-operation
instruction inputted into the inputting part.
[0015] According to the above feature, when it is
judged that the inside of the positive displacement pump
is dry, the judge result is displayed by the displaying unit,
so that an operator (user) can estimate or notice a dry
state in the inside of the positive displacement pump.
This makes it possible to efficiently carry out the prelim-
inaryoperation for wetting the inside of thepositive dis-
placement pump.
[0016] For example, the preliminary-operation carry-
ing-out part is adapted to cause the liquid-ejecting unit
to eject liquid from the nozzle into the capping member,
and thereafter drive the built-in slide-rotator type of pos-
itive displacement pump for a predetermined prelimi-
nary-operation time.
[0017] In the case, by means of the liquid ejected by
the liquid-ejecting unit, thebuilt-in slide-rotator type of
positive displacement pump is efficiently returned to a
wet state. Thus, it is unnecessary to prepare a special
wetting agent. In addition, it is unnecessary to provide
another mechanism for introducing a wetting agent, that
is, the structure is simpler.
[0018] Alternatively, thebuilt-in slide-rotator type of
positive displacement pump may have a pump frame
connected to the suction way, and a wetting-agent sup-
plying way for supplying a wetting agent may be con-
nected to the pump frame. In the case, it is preferable
that the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is adapt-
ed to supply the wetting agent into the pump frame via
the wetting-agent supplying way. In the case, an opti-
mumwetting agent can be supplied at an optimum flow
rate.
[0019] For example, if a priming pump is provided in
the wetting-agent supplying way, it is preferable that the

preliminary-operation carrying-out part is adapted to
supply the wetting agent into the pump frame by causing
the priming pump to operate.
[0020] In addition, if the head member is integrated
with a pushing member, and the pushing member is
movable in a direction in such a manner that the pushing
member can push the priming pump to cause the prim-
ing pump to operate, it is preferable that the preliminary-
operation carrying-out part is adapted to supply the wet-
ting agent into the pump frame by causing the priming
pump to operate via the pushing member by moving the
head member.
[0021] Alternatively, the invention is a liquid ejecting
apparatus comprising: a head member having a nozzle
and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle;
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit
based on ejecting data; a capping member relatively
movable between a position away from the head mem-
ber and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the capping
member; a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displace-
ment pump provided in the suction way; a state-quantity
recognizing part that recognizes a state quantity related
to a dry state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator type
of positive displacement pump; a standard-state-quan-
tity setting part in which a standard state quantity is set,
the standard state quantity being a standard for carrying
out a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of the
positive displacement pump; a judging part that judges
whether the inside of the positive displacement pump is
dry or not, by comparing the state quantity recognized
by the state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity setting
part; and a displaying part that displays judge result by
the judging part; wherein the built-in slide-rotator type
of positive displacement pump has a pump frame con-
nected to the sucti on way; a wetting-agent supplying
way for supplying a wetting agent is connected to the
pump frame; a priming pump is provided in the wetting-
agent supplying way; and a manual inputting part for
causing the priming pump to operate is connected to the
priming pump.
[0022] According to the above feature, when it is
judged that the inside of the positive displacement pump
is dry, the judge result is displayed by the displaying unit,
so that an operator (user) can estimate or notice a dry
state in the inside of the positive displacement pump.
This makes it possible to efficiently cause the priming
pump to operate for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump.
[0023] For example, the state quantity related to a dry
state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of pos-
itive displacement pump is a non-operating time of the
positive displacement pump. In the case, the state-
quantity recognizing part is a non-operating-time recog-
nizing part that recognizes the non-operating time, the
standard state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation is a standard time being a stand-
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ard for carrying out a preliminary operation, the stand-
ard-state-quantity setting part is a standard-time setting
part in which the standard time is set, and the judging
part is adapted to judge that the insideof the positive
displacement pump is dry, when the non-operating time
recognized by the non-operating-time recognizing part
is equal to or longer than the standard time set in the
standard-time setting part.
[0024] Alternatively, the state quantity related to a dry
state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of pos-
itive displacement pump may be a continuous open time
of the capping member or an elapsed time in an OFF
state of an electric power source.
[0025] Alternatively, the state quantity related to a dry
state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of pos-
itive displacement pump may be a state quantity related
to an operating state of the positive displacement pump
after the positive displacement pump has been driven
for a predetermined time.
[0026] Specifically, for example, the state quantity re-
lated to an operating state of the positive displacement
pump is a pressure in the capping member after the pos-
itive displacement pump has been driven for a prede-
termined time. If the pressure in the capping member
after the positive displacement pump has been driven
for a predetermined time doesn' t reach a predetermined
negative pressure, it can be estimated that the inside of
the positive displacement pump is in a dry state. In the
case, the state-quantity recognizing part is a pressure
detecting part that recognizes the pressure in the cap-
ping member, the standard state quantity being a stand-
ard for carrying out a preliminary operation is a standard
negative pressure being a standard for carrying out a
preliminary operation, the standard-state-quantity set-
ting part is a standard-negative-pressure setting part in
which the standard negative pressure is set, and the
judging part is adapted to judge that the inside of the
positive displacement pump is dry, when the pressure
in the capping member recognized by the pressure de-
tecting part is equal to or above the standard negative
pressure set in the standard-negative-pressure setting
part. A film sensor or the like provided in a liquid way
may be used as the pressure detecting part.
[0027] Alternatively, the state quantity related to an
operating state of the positive displacement pump may
be a state quantity related to a liquid flow after the pos-
itive displacement pump has been driven for a prede-
termined time. If an expected liquid flow isn' t generated
after the positive displacement pump has been driven
for a predetermined time, it can be estimated that the
inside of the positive displacement pump is in a dry
state. The state quantity related to a liquid flow may be
detected by a photon-interrupter provided in a liquid
way, or an electrode provided in the capping member or
the positive displacement pump, or the like. In addition,
a liquid flow into the pump may be detected, by detecting
change in a rotational load of a motor for driving the
pump from an electrical current waveform of the motor.

[0028] Herein, the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump means any pump including: a cas-
ing member, at least one rotator consisting of one or
more parts, and a power transfer device for rotating the
rotator, wherein a pump action is achieved by volume
change caused by rotation of the rotator in the casing
member. For example, the built-in slide-rotator type of
positive displacement pump may be any gear pump, any
roots pump, any quimby screw pump, any vane pump,
or the like.
[0029] In addition, the concept of the present inven-
tion can be also applied to cases using a reciprocating-
mechanism type of positive displacement pump instead
of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement
pump. That is, the invention is a liquid ejecting appara-
tus comprising: a head member having a nozzle and a
liquid-ejecting unit that ej ects liquid in the nozzle; a main
controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit based
on ejecting data; a capping member relatively movable
between a position away from the head member and a
position in contact with the head member; a suction way
communicated with an inside of the capping member; a
reciprocating-mechanism type of positive displacement
pump provided in the suction way; a state-quantity rec-
ognizing part that recognizes a state quantity related to
a dry state in an inside of the reciprocating-mechanism
type of positive displacement pump; a standard-state-
quantity setting part in which a standard state quantity
is set, the standard state quantity being a standard for
carrying out a preliminary operation for wetting the in-
side of the positive displacement pump; a judging part
that judges whether the inside of the positive displace-
ment pump is dry or not, by comparing the state quantity
recognized by the state-quantity recognizing part with
the standard state quantity set in the standard-state-
quantity setting part; and a preliminary-operation carry-
ing-out part that carries out the preliminary operation for
wetting the inside of the positive displacement pump,
when it is judged by the judging part that the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry.
[0030] According to the above feature, since the pre-
liminary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump is carried out only when it is judged
that the inside of the positive displacement pump is dry,
the inside of the positive displacement pump can be ef-
ficiently returned from a dry state to a wet state.
[0031] Alternatively, the invention is a liquid ejecting
apparatus comprising: a head member having a nozzle
and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle;
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit
based on ejecting data; a capping member relatively
movable between a position away from the head mem-
ber and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the capping
member; a reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump provided in the suction way; a state-
quantity recognizing part that recognizes a state quan-
tity related to a dry state in an inside of the reciprocating-
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mechanism type of positive displacement pump ; a
standard-state-quantity setting part in which a standard
state quantity is set, the standard state quantity being a
standard for carrying out a preliminary operation for wet-
ting the inside of the positive displacement pump; a
judging part that judges whether the inside of the posi-
tive displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing the
state quantity recognized by the state-quantity recog-
nizing part with the standard state quantity set in the
standard-state-quantity setting part; a displaying part
that displays judge result by the judging part; an input-
ting part into which a preliminary-operation instruction
is manually inputted; and a preliminary-operation carry-
ing-out part that carries out the preliminary operation for
wetting the inside of the positive displacement pump,
based on the preliminary-operation instruction inputted
into the inputting part.
[0032] According to the above feature, when it is
judged that the inside of the positive displacement pump
is dry, the judge result is displayed by the displaying unit,
so that an operator (user) can estimate or notice a dry
state in the inside of the positive displacement pump.
This makes it possible to efficiently carry out the prelim-
inary operation for wetting the insideof the positive dis-
placement pump.
[0033] For example, the preliminary-operation carry-
ing-out part is adapted to cause the liquid-ejecting unit
to eject liquid from the nozzle into the capping member,
and thereafter drive the reciprocating-mechanism type
of positive displacement pump for a predetermined pre-
liminary-operation time.
[0034] In the case, by means of the liquid ejected by
the liquid-ejecting unit, the reciprocating-mechanism
type of positive displacement pump is efficiently re-
turned to a wet state. Thus, it is unnecessary to prepare
a special wetting agent. In addition, it is unnecessary to
provide another mechanism for introducing a wetting
agent, that is, the structure is simpler.
[0035] Alternatively, the reciprocating-mechanism
type of positive displacement pump may have a pump
frame connected to the suction way, and a wetting-agent
supplying way for supplying a wetting agent may be con-
nected to the pump frame. In the case, it is preferable
that the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is adapt-
ed to supply the wetting agent into the pump frame via
the wetting-agent supplying way. In the case, an opti-
mum wetting agent can be supplied at an optimum flow
rate.
[0036] For example, if a priming pump is provided in
the wetting-agent supplying way, it is preferable that the
preliminary-operation carrying-out part is adapted to
supply the wetting agent into the pump frame by causing
the priming pump to operate.
[0037] In addition, if the head member is integrated
with a pushing member, and the pushing member is
movable in a direction in such a manner that the pushing
member can push the priming pump to cause the prim-
ing pump to operate, it is preferable that the preliminary-

operation carrying-out part is adapted to supply the wet-
ting agent into the pump frame by causing the priming
pump to operate via the pushing member by moving the
head member.
[0038] Alternatively, the invention is a liquid ejecting
apparatus comprising: a head member having a nozzle
and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle;
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit
based on ejecting data; a capping member relatively
movable between a position away from the head mem-
ber and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the capping
member; a reoiprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump provided in the suction way; a state-
quantity recognizing part that recognizes a state quan-
tity related to a dry state in an inside of the reciprocating-
mechanism type of positive displacement pump; a
standard-state-quantity setting part in which a standard
state quantity is set, the standard state quantity being a
standard for carrying out a preliminary operation for wet-
ting the inside of the positive displacement pump; a
judging part that judges whether the inside of the posi-
tive displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing the
state quantity recognized by the state-quantity recog-
nizing part with the standard state quantity set in the
standard-state-quantity setting part; and a displaying
part that displays judge result by the judging part; where-
in the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive dis-
placement pump has a pump frame connected to the
suction way; a wetting-agent supplying way for supply-
ing a wetting agent is connected to the pump frame; a
priming pump is provided in the wetting-agent supplying
way; and a manual inputting part for causing the priming
pump to operate is connected to the priming pump.
[0039] According to the above feature, when it is
judged that the inside of the positive displacement pump
is dry, the judge result is displayed by the displaying unit,
so that an operator (user) can estimate or notice a dry
state in the inside of the positive displacement pump.
This makes it possible to efficiently cause the priming
pump to operate for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump.
[0040] For example, the state quantity related to a dry
state in an inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type
of positive displacement pump is a non-operating time
of the positive displacement pump. Alternatively, the
state quantity related to a dry state in an inside of the
reciprocating-mechanism type of positive displacement
pump may be a continuous open time of the capping
member or an elapsed time in an OFF state of an electric
power source.
[0041] Alternatively, the state quantity related to a dry
state in an inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type
of positive displacement pump may be a state quantity
related to an operating state of the positive displace-
ment pump after the positive displacement pump has
been driven for a predetermined time.
[0042] The reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
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displacement pump may be any piston pump, any bel-
lows pump, any diaphragm pump, or the like.
[0043] Alternatively, the invention is a controlling unit
for controlling a liquid ejecting apparatus including: a
head member having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit
that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a main controlling part
that drives the liquid-ejecting unit based on ejecting da-
ta; a capping member relatively movable between a po-
sition away from the head member and a position in con-
tact with the head member; a suction way communicat-
ed with an inside of the capping member; and a built-in
slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump provid-
ed in the suction way; the controlling unit comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recognizes
a state quantity related to a dry state in an inside of the
built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump,

a standard-state-quanti ty setting part in which a
standard state quantity is set, the standard state quan-
titybeing a standard for carrying out a preliminary oper-
ation for wetting the inside of the positive displacement
pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside of
thepositive displacement pump is dry or not, by compar-
ing the state quantity recognized by the state-quantity
recognizing part with the standard state quantity set in
the standard-state-quantity setting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that car-
ries out the preliminary operation for wetting the inside
of the positive displacement pump, when it is judged by
the judging part that the inside of the positive displace-
ment pump is dry.
[0044] Alternatively, the invention is a controlling unit
for controlling a liquid ejecting apparatus including: a
head member having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit
that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a main controlling part
that drives the liquid-ejecting unit based on ejecting da-
ta; a capping member relatively movable between a po-
sition away from the head member and a position in con-
tact with the head member; a suction way communicat-
ed with an inside of the capping member; and a recip-
rocating-mechanism type of positive displacement
pump provided in the suction way; the controlling unit
comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recognizes
a state quantity related to a dry state in an inside of the
reciprocating-mechanism type of positive displacement
pump,

a standard-state-quantity setting part in which a
standard state quantity is set, the standard state quan-
titybeing a standard for carrying out a preliminary oper-
ation for wetting the inside of the positive displacement
pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside of
thepositive displacement pump is dry or not, by compar-
ing the state quantity recognized by the state-quantity
recognizing part with the standard s tate quan ti ty set
in the standard-state-quantity setting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that car-

ries out the preliminary operation for wetting the inside
of the positive displacement pump, when it is judged by
the judging part that the inside of the positive displace-
ment pump is dry.
[0045] A computer system can materialize the con-
trolling units or any element of the above controlling
units.
[0046] This invention includes a storage unit capable
of being read by a computer, storing a program for ma-
terializing the controlling unit or the element in a com-
puter system.
[0047] This invention also includes the program itself
for materializing the controlling unit or the element in the
computer system.
[0048] This invention includes a storage unit capable
of being read by a computer, storing a program including
a command for controlling a second program executed
by a computer system including a computer, the pro-
gram being executed by the computer system to control
the second program to materialize the controlling unit or
the element.
[0049] This invention also includes the program itself
including the command for controlling the second pro-
gram executed by the computer system including the
computer, the program being executed by the computer
system to control the second program to materialize the
controlling unit.
[0050] The storage unit may be not only a substantial
object such as a floppy disk or the like, but also a net-
work for transmitting various signals.
[0051] In addition, the invention is a method of con-
trolling a liquid ejecting apparatus including: a head
member having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit that
ejects liquid in the nozzle; a main controlling part that
drives the liquid-ejecting unit based on ejecting data; a
capping member relatively movable between a position
away from the head member and a position in contact
with the head member; a suction way communicated
with an inside of the capping member; and a built-in
slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump provid-
ed in the suction way; the method comprising

a step of recognizing a state quantity related to a
dry state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of
positive displacement pump,

a step of judging whether the inside of the positive
displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing the state
quantity related to a dry state in an inside of the built-in
slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump with a
standard state quantity that has been set in advance,
and

a step of carrying out a preliminary operation for
wetting the inside of the positive displacement pump,
when it is judged that the inside of the positive displace-
ment pump is dry.
[0052] Alternatively, the invention is a method of con-
trolling a liquid ejecting apparatus including: a head
member having a nozzle anda liquid-ejecting unit that
ejects liquidin the nozzle; a main controlling part that
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drives the liquid-ejecting unit based on ejecting data; a
capping member relatively movable between a position
away from the head member and a position in contact
with the head member; a suction way communicated
with an inside of the capping member; and a reciprocat-
ing-mechanism type of positive displacement pump pro-
vided in the suction way; the method comprising

a step of recognizing a state quantity related to a
dry state in an inside of the reciprocating-mechanism
type of positive displacement pump,

a step of judging whether the inside of the positive
displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing the state
quantity related to a dry state in an inside of the recip-
rocating-mechanism type of positive displacement
pump with a standard state quantity that has been set
in advance, and

a step of carrying out a preliminary operation for
wetting the inside of the positive displacement pump,
when it is judged that the inside of the positive displace-
ment pump is dry.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0053]

Fig. 1 is a schematic perspective view of an ink-jet-
ting recording apparatus of a first embodiment ac-
cording to the invention;
Fig. 2A is a schematic view for explaining a scan-
ning range of a recording head when the ink-record-
ing apparatus conducts a single-direction (one-
way) printing;
Fig. 2B is a schematic view for explaining a scan-
ning range of a recording head when the ink-record-
ing apparatus conducts a double-direction (forth
and back) printing;
Fig. 3A is a schematic view for explaining a move-
ment of the recording head, the recording head be-
ing located at a waiting position;
Fig. 3B is a schematic view for explaining the move-
ment of the recording head, the recording head be-
ing moved from the waiting position to an objective
recording area;
Fig. 3C is a schematic view for explaining the move-
ment of the recording head, the recording head be-
ing moved back from the objective recording area
to the waiting position;
Fig. 3D is a schematic view for explaining the move-
ment of the recording head, the recording head be-
ing located at a home position;
Fig. 4A is a schematic sectional view of a capping
member in the embodiment wherein an opening
valve is opened;
Fig. 4B is a schematic sectional view of the capping
member in the embodiment wherein the opening
valve is closed;
Fig. 5A is a perspective view of a gear pump in the
embodiment;

Fig. 5B is an exploded view of the gear pump;
Fig. 5C is a partial sectional view of the gear pump;
Fig. 6 is a sectional view of a head unit included in
the recording head;
Fig. 7 is a schematicblock diagram for explaining an
electric structure of the ink-jetting recording appa-
ratus of the embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing a preliminary opera-
tion for the gear pump;
Fig. 9 is a schematic sectional view of a gear pump
and periphery thereof in an ink-jetting recording ap-
paratus of a second embodiment according to the
invention;
Fig. 10A is a schematic side view of a recording
head, a capping member and a priming pump of the
second embodiment wherein the recording head is
located at a flushing position;
Fig. 10B is a schematic side view of the recording
head, the capping member and the priming pump
wherein the recording head is located at a capping
position;
Fig. 10C is a schematic side view of a recording
head, a capping member and a priming pump
wherein the recording head is located at a priming-
pump pushing position;
Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing a preliminary opera-
tion for a gear pump of the second embodiment;
Fig. 12 is a schematic block diagram for explaining
an electric structure of an ink-jetting recording ap-
paratus of a third embodiment according to the in-
vention;
Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram for explaining
an electric structure of an ink-jetting recording ap-
paratus of a fourth embodiment according to the in-
vention;
Fig. 14 is a schematic block diagram for explaining
an electric structure of an ink-jetting recording ap-
paratus of a fifth embodiment according to the in-
vention;
Fig. 15 is a flow chart showing a preliminary oper-
ation for a gear pump of the fifth embodiment;
Fig. 16A is a perspective view of a roots pump;
Fig. 16B is an exploded view of the roots pump;
Fig. 16C is a plan view of the roots pump from which
a lid is removed;
Fig. 17A is a perspective view of a quimby screw
pump;
Fig. 17B is an exploded view of the quimby screw
pump;
Fig. 17C is a partial sectional view of the quimby
screw pump;
Fig. 18A is a perspective view of a vane pump;
Fig. 16B is an exploded view of the vane pump;
Fig. 18C is a plan view of the vane pump from which
a lid is removed;
Fig. 19A is a schematic sectional view of a capping
member in an embodiment wherein an opening
valve is opened, the embodiment including a check
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valve between the capping member and a pump
frame;
Fig. 19B is a schematic sectional view of the cap-
ping member in the embodiment wherein the open-
ing valve is closed;
Fig. 20 is a schematic sectional view of a piston
pump;
Fig. 21 is a schematic sectional view of a bellows
pump; and
Fig. 22 is a schematic sectional view of a diaphragm
pump.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0054] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed in more detail with reference to drawings.
[0055] Fig. 1 is a schematic perspective view of an
ink-jetting printer 1 as a liquid ejecting apparatus of a
first embodiment according to the invention. The ink-jet-
ting printer 1 includes a carriage 5 supporting a record-
ing head 4 (head member) that has a cartridge holder
4a capable of holding an ink cartridge 2 (liquid contain-
er). The carriage 5 is adapted to be reciprocated in a
main scanning direction by a head-scanning mecha-
nism.
[0056] The head-scanning mechanism is formed by:
a guide bar 6 horizontally extending in a housing, a pulse
motor 7 arranged at a right portion of the housing, a driv-
ing pulley 8 connected to a rotational shaft of the pulse
motor 7, a free pulley 9 mounted at a left portion of the
housing, a timing belt 10 connected to the carriage 5
and going around the driving pulley 8 and the free pulley
9, and a controller 11 (see Fig. 6) for controlling the pulse
motor 7. Thus, the carriage 5 i.e. the recording head 4
can be reciprocated in the main scanning direction i.e.
in a width direction of a recording paper 12, by driving
the pulse motor 7.
[0057] The printer 1 includes a paper feeding mech-
anism for feeding the recording paper 12 or any other
recording medium (a medium onto which the ink (liquid)
is jetted (ejected)) in a feeding direction (sub-scanning
direction). The paper feeding mechanism consists of a
paper feeding motor 13, a paper feeding roller 14 or the
like. The recording paper 12, which is an example of a
recording medium, is fed in a subordinate scanning di-
rection in turn by the paper feeding mechanism, in co-
operation with the recording operation of the recording
head 4.
[0058] The printer 1 is adapted to conduct a recording
operation when the recording head 4 is moved forth (sin-
gle-direction recording).
[0059] A home position and a waiting position of the
recording head 4 (carriage 5) are set in a scanning range
of the carriage 5 and in an end area outside an objective
recording area. As shown in Fig. 2A, the home position
is set at an end portion (a right end portion in Fig. 2A)
in the scanning range of the recording head 4. The wait-
ing position is set substantially adjacently to the home

position on a side of the objective recording area.
[0060] This invention can be applied to a printer that
is adapted to conduct a recording operation when the
recording head 4 is moved back as well when the re-
cording head 4 is moved forth (double-direction record-
ing). In such a printer, as shown in Fig. 2B, a second
waiting position WP2 may be set at an opposite end por-
tion with respect to a home position, in addition to a first
waiting position WP1 substantially adjacent to the home
position.
[0061] The home position is a position that the record-
ing head 4 is moved to and stays at when electric power
supply is off or when a long time has passed since the
last recording operation. When the recording head 4
stays at the home position, as shown in Fig. 3D, a cap-
ping member 15 of the capping mechanism comes in
contact with a nozzle plate 16 (see Fig. 6) and substan-
tially seals nozzles 17 (see Fig. 6) , which is described
below in detail. The capping member 15 is a tray-like
member having a substantially square shape, being
open upward, and made of an elastic material such as
a rubber. A moisture retaining material such as felt is
attached inside the capping member 15. When the re-
cording head 4 is sealed by the capping member 15, an
inside of the capping member 15 is kept in high humid
condition. Thus, it can be prevented that solvent of the
ink evaporates from the nozzles 17.
[0062] The waiting position is a starting position for
moving the recording head 4 in the main scanning di-
rection. That is, normally, the recording head 4 stays and
waits at the waiting position. When a recording opera-
tion is started, the recording head 4 is moved from the
waiting position to the objective recording area. Then,
when the recording operation is completed, the record-
ing head 4 is moved back to the waiting position.
[0063] In a case of the printer for the double-direction
recording, with reference to Fig. 2B, the recording head
4 is moved forth from the first waiting position WP1 to
the second waiting position WP2 through the objective
recording area, while jetting one or more drops of ink to
the objective recording area. After that, the recording
head 4 stays and waits at the second waiting position
WP2. Then, the recording head 4 is moved back from
the second waiting position WP2 to the first waiting po-
sition WP1 through the objective recording area, while
jetting one or more drops of ink to the objective recording
area. After that, the recording head 4 stays and waits at
the first waiting position WP1. After that, the recording
operation during moved forth and the recording opera-
tion during moved back are repeated in turn.
[0064] An ink-receiving member may be arranged un-
der the waiting position in order to collect ink discharged
from the recording head 4 because of flushing opera-
tions (maintenance operations). In the embodiment, the
capping member 15 functions as such an ink-receiving
member. That is, as shown in Fig. 3A, the capping mem-
ber 15 is usually located ata position under the wai ting-
position of the recording head 4 (a little apart from the
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nozzle plate 16). Then, when the recording head 4 is
moved to the home position, as shown in Fig. 3D, the
capping member 15 is also moved diagonally upward to
the home position and to the nozzle plate 16 in order to
seal the nozzles 17.
[0065] In the case of the printer for the double-direc-
tion recording, as shown in Fig. 2B, a second ink-receiv-
ing member 18 may be arranged under the second wait-
ing position WP2. The second ink-receiving member 18
may be a flushing box open upward i.e. toward the re-
cording head 4.
[0066] In addition, in the embodiment, an acceleration
area is set between the waiting position and the objec-
tive recording area. The acceleration area is an area for
raising a scanning velocity of the recording head 4 to a
predetermined velocity.
[0067] Herein, as shown in Fig. 4, a suction way 15w
is extended from the capping member 15 of the embod-
iment. The suction way is communicated with the inside
of the capping member 15. A gear pump 15g, which is
a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement
pump, is provided on the way of the suction way 15w.
In the embodiment, the gear pump 15g is formed in such
a precise manner that a gap between a gear and a pump
frame (casing) is not more than 100 micron in both a
radial direction and a thickness direction.
[0068] An example of structure of the gear pump 15g
is explained in detail wi th reference to Figs. 5A to 5C.
Fig. 5A is a perspective view of the gear pump 15g, Fig.
5B is an exploded view of the gear pump 15g, and Fig.
5C is a partial sectional view of the gear pump 15.
[0069] As shown in Figs. 5A to 5C, the gear pump 15g
includes: a pump frame (casing) 151 having a suction
port 151a connected to the suction way 15w; and a driv-
ing gear 152 and a driven gear 153 that are engaged
with each other and slidably contained in the pump
frame 151 with the above precision (via liquid (ink) me-
nisci). The driving gear 152 is rotated by means of a driv-
ing gear shaft 154 that pierces the pump frame 151 and/
or a lid 157. The driven gear 153 is pivotally supported
by the pump frame 151 and the lid 157 via a driven gear
shaft 155 that is parallel to the driving gear shaft 154.
The pump frame (casing) 151 is sealed by the lid 157
via a packing 156. In the example, the lid 157 has a dis-
charging port 157a. The suction port 151a and the dis-
charging port 157a are located opposite with respect
to'a slide area between the gears 152, 153 and the pump
frame 151.
[0070] When the driving gear 152 is rotated in a direc-
tion shown by an arrow in Fig. 5B by the driving gear
shaft 154, the driven gear 153 engaged with the driving
gear 152 is also rotated, so that the ink is conveyed from
an IN area in the pump frame 151 (on the side of the
suction port 151a) to an OUT area therein (on the side
of the discharging port 157a) to achieve a pump func-
tion.
[0071] Herein, in the gear pump 15g, the seal at the
engaging area and the casing area can not be released,

even if the rotational direction of the gears is changed.
That is, it is impossible for the In area and the OUT area
to be communicated with each other to achieve an at-
mospheric release of the capping member 15. There-
fore, the capping member 15 of the embodiment has a
release-valve mechanism 15v that is normally open.
The release-valve mechanism 15v has a small diame-
ter. As shown in Fig. 4B, the release-valve mechanism
15v is adapted to close only when the capping member
15 comes in contact with a frame F or the like, corre-
spondingly to when it is necessary to suck the ink.
[0072] Thus, the inside of the capping member 15 is
normally communicated with the atmosphere, so that it
is prevented the menisci are broken down by tempera-
ture change or the like, while the capping member 15 is
suitably sealed when the ink has to be sucked.
[0073] Next, the inside mechanism of the recording
head 4 is explained. The recording head 4 has: a black
head unit capable of jetting a drop of black ink, a cyan
head unit capable of jetting a drop of cyan ink, a magen-
ta head unit capable of jetting a drop of magenta ink, a
yellow head unit capable of jetting a drop of yellow ink,
a light cyan head unit capable of jetting a drop of light
cyan ink, and a light magenta head unit capable of jetting
a drop of light magenta ink. Each head unit has a bottom
surface on which the nozzles 17 are formed in the sub-
scanning direction. The number of the nozzles 17 for
each head unit is common, so that the nozzles 17 of the
respective head units are also aligned in the main scan-
ning direction.
[0074] The head units in the embodiment have sub-
stantially the same structure. As shown in Fig. 6, the
head unit has a plastic box-like case 71 defining a hous-
ing room 72. The longitudinal-mode piezoelectric vibrat-
ing unit 21 has a shape of teeth of a comb, and is insert-
ed in the housing room 72 in such a manner that points
of teeth-like portions 21a of the piezoelectric vibrating
unit 21 are aligned at an opening of the housing room
72. A ink-way unit 74 is bonded on a surface of the case
71 on the side of the opening of the housing room 72.
The points of the teeth-like portions 21a are fixed at pre-
determined positions of the ink-way unit 74 to function
as piezoelectric vibrating members respectively.
[0075] The piezoelectric vibrating unit 21 comprises
a plurality of piezoelectric layers 21b. As shown in Fig.
6, common inside electrodes 21c and individual inside
electrodes 21d are inserted alternately between each
adjacent two of the piezoelectric layers 21b. The piezo-
electric layers 21b, the common inside electrodes 21c
and the individual inside electrodes 21d are integrated
and cut into the shape of the teeth of the comb. Thus,
when a voltage is provided between the common inside
electrodes 21c and an individual inside electrode 21d,
a piezoelectric vibrating member contracts in a longitu-
dinal direction of each of the piezoelectric layers 21b,
[0076] The ink-way unit 74 consists of a nozzle plate
16, an elastic plate 77 and an ink-way forming plate 75
sandwiched between the nozzle plate 16 and the elastic
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plate 77. The nozzle plate 16, the ink-way forming plate
75 and the elastic plate 77 are integrated as shown in
Fig. 6.
[0077] A plurality of nozzles 17 is formed in the nozzle
plate 16. A plurality of pressure generating chambers
22, a plurality of supplying ways 82 and a common
chamber 83 are formed in the ink-way forming plate 75.
Each of the pressure chambers 22 is defined by partition
walls, and is communicated with a corresponding nozzle
17 at an end portion thereof and with a corresponding
supplying way 82 at the other end portion thereof. The
common chamber 83 is communicated with all the sup-
plying ways 82, and has a longitudinal shape. For ex-
ample, the longitudinal common chamber 83 may be
formed by an etching process when the ink-way forming
plate 75 is a silicon wafer. Then, the pressure chambers
22 are formed in the longitudinal direction of the com-
mon chamber 83 at the same intervals (pitches) as noz-
zles 17. Then, a groove as an supplying way 82 is
formed between each of the pressure chambers 22 and
the common chamber 83. In the case, the supplying way
82 is connected to an end of the pressure chamber 22,
while the nozzle 17 is located near the other end of the
pressure chamber 22. The common chamber 83 is
adapted to supply ink saved in the ink cartridge 2 to the
pressure chambers 22. An supplying tube 84 from the
ink cartridge is communicated with a middle portion of
the common chamber 83.
[0078] The elastic plate 77 is layered on a surface of
the ink-way forming plate 75 opposed to the nozzle plate
16. In the case, the elastic plate 77 consists of two lam-
inated layers that are a stainless plate 87 and an elastic
high-polymer film 88 such as a PPS film. The stainless
plate 87 is provided with island portions 89 for fixing the
teeth-like portions 21a as the piezoelectric vibrating
members 21 in respective portions corresponding to the
pressure chambers 22, by an etching process.
[0079] In the above head unit, a tooth-like portion 21a
as a piezoelectric vibrating member can expand in the
longitudinal direction. Then, an island portion 89 is
pressed toward the nozzle plate 16, the elastic film 88
is deformed. Thus, a corresponding pressure chamber
22 contracts. On the other hand, the tooth-like portion
21a as the piezoelectric vibrating member can contract
from the expanding state in the longitudinal direction.
Then, the elastic film 88 is returned to the original state
owing to elasticity thereof. Thus, the corresponding
pressure chamber 22 expands. By causing the pressure
chamber 22 to expand and then causing the pressure
chamber 22 to contract, a pressure of the ink in the pres-
sure chamber 22 increases so that the ink drop is jetted
from a nozzle 17.
[0080] That is, in the above head unit, when a tooth-
like portion 21a as a piezoelectric vibrating member is
charged or discharged, the volume of the corresponding
pressure chamber 22 is also changed. Thus, by using
the change of the volume of the pressure chamber 22,
the pressure of the ink in the pressure chamber 22 can

be changed, so that a drop of the ink can be jetted from
the corresponding nozzle 17 or a meniscus at the cor-
responding nozzle 17 can be minutely vibrated. The me-
niscus means a free surface of the ink exposed at an
opening of the nozzle 17.
[0081] Instead of the above longitudinal-mode piezo-
electric vibrating unit 21, bending-mode piezoelectric vi-
brating members can be used. When a bending-mode
piezoelectric vibrating member is used, a charging op-
eration causes apressure chamber to contract, and a
discharging operation causes the pressure chamber to
expand.
[0082] Then, an electric structure of the printer 1 is
explained. As shown in Fig. 7, the ink-jetting printer 1
has a printer controller 30 and a printing engine 31.
[0083] The printer controller 30 has: an outside inter-
face (outside I/F) 32, a RAM 33 which is able to tempo-
rarily store various data, a ROM 34 which stores a con-
trolling program or the like, a controlling part 11 including
CPU or the like, an oscillating circuit 35 for generating
a clock signal, an driving-signal generating part 36 for
generating an driving signal that is supplied into each
head unit of the recording head 4, and an inside inter-
face (inside I/F) 37 that is adapted to send the driving
signal, dot-pattern-data (bit-map-data) developed ac-
cording to printing data (jetting data) or the like to the
print engine 31.
[0084] The outside I/F 32 is adapted to receive print-
ing data consisting of character codes, graphic func-
tions, image data or the like from a host computer not
shown or the like. In addition, a busy signal (BUSY) or
an acknowledge signal (ACK) is adapted to be outputted
to the host computer or the like through the outside I/F
32.
[0085] In addition, the outside I/F32 in the embodi-
ment is connected to an interface unit 100 such as a
keyboard, which may function as an input part into which
information of dense-thin desire of a user about a "fully-
covering" control may be inputted by the user.
[0086] The RAM 33 has a receiving buffer, an inter-
mediate buffer, an outputting buffer and a work memory
not shown. The receiving buffer is adapted to receive
the printing data through the outside 1/F 32, and tem-
porarily store the printing data. The intermediate buffer
is adapted to store intermediate-code-data converted
from the printing data by the controlling part 11. The out-
putting buffer is adapted to store dot-pattern-data which
are data for printing obtained by decoding (translating)
the intermediate-code-data (for example, level data).
[0087] The ROM 34 stores font data, graphic func-
tions or the like in addition to the controlling program
(controlling routine) for carrying out various data-
processing operations. The ROM 34 also stores various
setting data for maintenance operations.
[0088] The controlling part 11 is adapted to carry out
various controllingoperations according to the control-
lingprogramstored in the ROM 34. For example, the
controlling part 11 reads out the printing data from the
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receiving buffer, converts the printing data into the inter-
mediate-code-data, and causes the intermediate buffer
to store the intermediate-code-data. Then, the control-
ling part 11 analyzes the intermediate-code-data in the
intermediate buffer and develops (decodes) the inter-
mediate-code-data into the dot-pattern-data with refer-
ence to the font data and the graphic functions or the
like stored in the ROM 34. Then, the controlling part 11
carries out necessary decorating operations to the dot-
pattern-data, and thereafter causes the outputting buffer
to store the dot-pattern-data.
[0089] When the dot-pattern-data corresponding to
one line recorded by one main scanning of the recording
head 4 are obtained, the dot-pattern-data are outputted
to an electric driving system 39 of each head unit of the
recording head 4 from the outputting buffer through the
inside I/F 37 in turn. Then, the carriage 5 is moved in
the main scanning direction, that is, the recording oper-
ation for the one line is conducted. When the dot-pat-
tern-data corresponding to the one line are outputted
from the outputting buffer, the intermediate-code-data
that has been developed are deleted from the interme-
diate buffer, and the next developing operation starts for
the next intermediate-code-data.
[0090] In addition, the controlling part 11 is adapted
to control a maintenance operation (a recovering oper-
ation) conducted separately from the recording opera-
tion by the recording head 4.
[0091] In addition, the controlling part 11 is also adapt-
ed to control a preliminary operation for wetting the in-
side of the gear pump 15g. That is, the controlling part
11 is connected to the gear pump 15g to function as a
preliminary-operation carrying-out part.
[0092] For the preliminary-operation control of the
gear pump 15g by the controlling part 11, there are pro-
vided a timer 101 (an example of non-operating-time
recognizing part as a state-quantity recognizing part)
that measures a non-operating time Tn of the gear pump
15g, a standard-time setting part 102 (an example of
standard-state-quantity setting part) in which a standard
time Ts (an example of standard state quantity) being a
standard for carrying out the preliminary operation is set,
and a judging part 103 that is adapted to judge that the
inside of the gear pump 15g is dry, when the non-oper-
ating time Tn measured by the timer 101 is equal to or
longer than the standard time Ts set in the standard-time
setting part 102. Then, the controlling part 11 is adapted
to carry out the preliminary operation for wetting the in-
side of the gear pump 15g when it is judged by the judg-
ing part 103 that the non-operating time Tn is equal to
or longer than the standard time Ts, that is, when it is
judged that the inside of the gear pump 15g is dry.
[0093] In the preliminary operation of the embodi-
ment, a flushing operation of the ink is carried out from
the recording head 4 to the capping member 15 in such
a manner that a predetermined volume of the ink is
ejected into the capping member 15, and then the gear
pump 15g is caused to operate for a predetermined

time.
[0094] The print engine 31 includes a paper feeding
motor 13 as a paper feeding mechanism, a pulse motor
7 as a head scanning mechanism, and an electric driv-
ing system 39 of the recording head 4.
[0095] Then, the electric driving system 39 of the re-
cording head 4 is explained. As shown in Fig. 7, the elec-
tric driving system 39 includes shift registers 40, latch
circuits 41, level shifters 42 and switching units 43 and
the piezoelectric vibrating members 21, which are elec-
trically connected in the order. The shift registers 40 cor-
respond to the respective nozzles 17, the latch circuits
41 correspond to the respective nozzles 17, the level
shifters 42 correspond to the respective nozzles 17, and
the switching units 43 correspond the respective noz-
zles 17, respectively. In addition, the piezoelectric vi-
brating members 21 also correspond to the respective
nozzles 17 of the recording head 4, respectively.
[0096] In the electric driving system 39, when a se-
lecting datum supplied to a switching unit 43 is "1", the
switching unit 43 is closed (connected) and the driving
signal is directly supplied to a corresponding piezoelec-
tric vibrating member 21. Thus, the piezoelectric vibrat-
ing member 21 deforms according to the signal-wave-
form of the driving signal. On the other hand, when a
selecting datum supplied to a switching unit 43 is "0",
the switching unit 43 is opened (unconnected) and the
driving signal is not supplied to a corresponding piezo-
electric vibrating member 21.
[0097] As described above, based on the selecting
data, the driving signal maybe selectively supplied to
each piezoelectric vibrating member 21. Thus, depend-
ently on given selecting data, a drop of the ink may be
jetted from a nozzle 17 or a meniscus of ink may be
caused to minutely vibrate.
[0098] Next, an operation of the printer 1 is explained.
[0099] When electric power is supplied to the printer
1, a necessary initializing operation is conducted at first.
In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 8, as an initializing
operation after the electric power has been supplied
(STEP 01), a non-operating time Tn of the gear pump
15g is measured i.e. obtained by the timer 101 (STEP
02).
[0100] Then, the judging part 103 judges whether the
obtained non-operating time Tn is equal to or longer
than the standard time Ts set in the standard-time set-
ting part 102 or not (STEP 03).
[0101] If the judge result is "No", it is estimated
(judged) that a wet state in the inside of the gear pump
15g is maintained, so that the state remains as a waiting
state (STEP 08).
[0102] On the other hand, if the judge result is "Yes",
it is estimated (judged) that the inside of the gear pump
15g becomes dry to some extent, so that a preliminary
operation is carried out by the controlling part 11. Spe-
cifically, via the control by the controlling part 11, the re-
cording head 4 (the carriage 5) and the capping member
15 are moved to the flushing position (waiting position)
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(STEP 04). In that state, via the control by the controlling
part 11, a predetermined volume of the ink, for example,
N dots of the ink are jetted out by means of a flushing
operation (STEP 05). Thus, the predetermined volume
of the ink is ejected into the inside of the capping mem-
ber 15. Then, the gear pump 15g is caused to operate
n times of rotation or for t seconds (STEP 06). Thus, the
ink ejected into the inside of the capping member 15 is
conveyed into the inside of the gear pump 15g, so that
the inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted, that is, re-
turned to a wet state. Specifically, the gear pump 15g is
returned to such a state that the gear pump 15g is able
to provide a negative pressure greater than -5 kPa, pref-
erably -15 kPa (The above n times of rotation or t sec-
onds is set to satisfy this condition). Then, via the control
by the controlling part 11, the recording head 4 (the car-
riage 5) and the capping member 15 are moved to the
capping position (home position), and the recording
head 4 is sealed by the capping member 15 (STEP 07).
Then, the state remains as a waiting state (STEP 08).
[0103] After the initializing operation, when printing
data corresponding to one line is outputted from the out-
putting buffer of the RAM 33, the recording head 4 con-
ducts a maintenance operation (recovering operation)
before a recording operation for the one line.
[0104] The maintenance operation is conducted for
keeping ability of the recording head 4 to jet drops of the
ink. The maintenance operation may be suitably select-
ed from an ink-sucking operation, a flushing operation,
a minutely-vibrating operation, and so on.
[0105] If the ink-sucking operation is conducted, as
shown in Fig. 4B, the release-valve mechanism 15v is
closed by the frame F or the like to seal the inside of the
capping member 15, and thereafter the gear pump 15g
is caused to operate. Then, the ink is sucked from the
nozzles 17 of the recording head 4 by the gear pump
15g. At that time, since the gear pump 15g is caused to
operate when there is a wet state in the inside of the
gear pump 15g, the ink-sucking action can be satisfac-
torily assured.
[0106] After the maintenance operation is conducted,
the recording operation is conducted in the objective re-
cording area based on the printing data. Specifically,
while the recording head 4 is moved in the main scan-
ning direction, drops of the ink can be jetted from the
nozzles 17 at respective suitable timings.
[0107] If the electricpower continues to be supplied to
the printer 1 for a long time, the maintenance operation
may be conducted under certain conditions. If the ink-
sucking operation is conducted as the maintenance op-
eration for a case wherein the electric power continues
to be supplied to the printer 1 for a long time, before the
ink-sucking operation is conducted, the preliminary op-
eration for the gear pump 15g is carried out when nec-
essary.
[0108] The flowchart of the preliminary operation in
the case is substantially the same as that just after the
electric power has started to be supplied to the printer

1 (see Fig. 7). That is, after the instruction for the ink-
sucking operation has been confirmed (STEP 01), a
non-operating time Tn of the gear pump 15g is meas-
ured i.e. obtained by the timer 101 (STEP 02).
[0109] Then, the judging part 103 judges whether the
obtained non-operating time Tn is equal to or longer
than the standard time Ts set in the standard-time set-
ting part 102 or not (STEP 03).
[0110] If the judge result is "No", it is estimated
(judged) that a wet state in the inside of the gear pump
15g is maintained, so that the ink-sucking operation
starts to be carried out under that state (STEP 08).
[0111] On the other hand, if the judge result is "Yes",
it is estimated that the inside of the gear pump 15g be-
comes dry to some extent, so that a preliminary opera-
tion is carried out by the controlling part 11. Specifically,
via the control by the controlling part 11, the recording
head 4 (the carriage 5) and the capping member 15 are
moved to the flushing position (waiting position) (STEP
04). In that state, via the control by the controlling part
11, a predetermined volume of the ink, for example, N
dots of the ink are jetted out by means of a flushing op-
eration (STEP 05). Thus, the predetermined volume of
the ink is ejected into the inside of the capping member
15. Then, the gear pump 15g is caused to operate n
times of rotation or for t seconds (STEP 06). Thus, the
ink ejected into the inside of the capping member 15 is
conveyed into the inside of the gear pump 15g, so that
the inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted, that is, re-
turned to a wet state. Then, via the control by the con-
trolling part 11, the recording head 4 (the carriage 5) and
the capping member 15 are moved to the capping posi-
tion (home position), and the recording head 4 is sealed
by the capping member 15 (STEP 07). Thereafter, the
ink-sucking operation starts to be carried out under that
state (STEP 08).
[0112] As described above, according to the embod-
iment, the ink at the nozzles 17 can be sucked by the
gear pump 15g that can be relatively easily designed
optimally. On the other hand, the inside of the cappi ng
member 15 is communicated with the atmosphere via
the release-valve mechanism 15v that is normally open,
so that it is prevented that the menisci of the ink be bro-
ken down by air expansion/contraction caused by the
temperature change or the like.
[0113] In addition, the preliminary operation for wet-
ting the inside of the gear pump 15g is carried out only
when the non-operating time Tn of the gear pump 15g
is equal to or longer than the standard time Ts. Thus,
the inside of the gear pump 15g is efficiently returned to
the wet state from the dry state.
[0114] In addition, according to the embodiment, the
inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted with the ink. Thus,
it is unnecessary to prepare a special wetting agent.
Therefore, it is unnecessary to provide any mechanism
for introducing a wetting agent, that is, the structure is
simpler.
[0115] Next, Fig. 9 is a schematic sectional view of a
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gear pump and periphery thereof in an ink-jetting record-
ing apparatus of a second embodiment according to the
invention.
[0116] As shown in Fig. 9, a wetting-agent tank 112 is
connected to the pump frame 15f of the gear pump 15g
on the side of the capping member 15, via a wetting-
agent supplying way 111. An optimum wetting agent is
selected for optimally wetting the inside of the gear
pump 15g, and the wetting-agent tank 112 is filled with
the selected wetting agent.
[0117] Two check valves 113, 114 are provided on the
way of the wetting-agent supplying way 111. A priming
pump 115 is provided between the two check valves.
The priming pump 115 is adapted to operate when the
priming pump 115 itself is pushed. When the priming
pump 115 operates, the wetting agent is supplied from
the wetting-agent tank 112 into the inside of the gear
pump 15g.
[0118] In the embodiment, a pushing member 5p for
pushing the priming pump 115 is formed on the carriage
5 integrated with the recording head 4. The pushing
member 5b is adapted to push the priming pump 115
while the recording head 4 is moved in the main scan-
ning direction, in order to cause the priming pump 115
to operate.
[0119] In addition, in the embodiment, the controlling
part 11 is adapted not to cause the gear pump 15g to
operate when the controlling part 11 functions as a pre-
liminary-operation carrying-cut part.
[0120] Other structure of the embodiment is substan-
tially the same as the first embodiment explained with
reference to Figs. 1 to 8.
[0121] Figs. 10A to 10C show an example of arrange-
ment sui ted for the pushing member 5p to push the
priming pump 115. In the example, a plate member 130
is provided to come in contact with the carriage 5, and
the capping member 15 is movable while keeping a hor-
izontal position via a parallel-linkage mechanism 131. ,
[0122] At the flushing position shown in Fig. 10A, the
carriage 5 comes in contact with the plate member 130,
but the pushing member 5p doesn't come in contact with
the priming pump 115.
[0123] At the capping position shown in Fig. 10B, the
carriage 5 pushes and moves the plate member 130
(and also slides vertically). Then, the capping member
15 is moved up by the parallel-linkage mechanism 131
to seal the recording head 4. At that time, the pushing
member 5p comes in contact with the priming pump 115,
but doesn't push the priming pump 115.
[0124] In order to cause the priming pump 115 to op-
erate, as shown in Fig. 10C, the carriage 5 is further
moved to the priming pump 115.
[0125] Herein, in order to effectively cause the priming
pump 115 to operate, it is preferable to repeat the move-
ment of the carriage 5 between the state shown in Fig.
10B and the state shown in Fig. 10C.
[0126] Next, an operation of the printer of the second
embodiment is explained.

[0127] When electric power is supplied to the printer,
a necessary initializing operation is conducted at first.
In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 11, as an initializing
operation after the electric power has been supplied
(STEP 11), a non-operating time Tn of the gear pump
15g is measured i. e. obtained by the timer 101 (STEP
12).
[0128] Then, the judging part 103 judges whether the
obtained non-operating time Tn is equal to or longer
than the standard time Ts set in the standard-time set-
ting part 102 or not (STEP 13).
[0129] If the judge result is "No", it is estimated
(judged) that a wet state in the inside of the gear pump
15g is maintained, so that the state remains as a waiting
state (STEP 18).
[0130] On the other hand, if the judge result is "Yes",
it is estimated (judged) that the inside of the gear pump
15g becomes dry to some extent, so that a preliminary
operation is carried out by the controlling part 11 (STEP
13). Specifically, via the control by the controlling part
11, the recording head 4 (the carriage 5) is moved to
cause the priming pump 115 to operate via the pushing
member 5p. Thus, the wetting agent is supplied from the
wetting-agent tank 112 into the inside of the gear pump
15g, so that the inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted,
that is, returned to a wet state. Then, the state remains
as a waiting state (STEP 18).
[0131] After the initializing operation, when printing
data corresponding to one line is outputted from the out-
putting buffer of the RAM 33, the recording head 4 con-
ducts a maintenance operation (recovering operation)
before a recording operation for the one line.
[0132] The maintenance operation is conducted for
keeping ability of the recording head 4 to jet drops of the
ink. The maintenance operation may be suitably select-
ed from an ink-sucking operation, a flushing operation,
a minutely-vibrating operation, and so on.
[0133] If the ink-sucking operation is conducted, as
shown in Fig. 48, the release-valve mechanism 15v is
closed by the frame F or the like to seal the inside of the
capping member 15, and thereafter the gear pump 15g
is caused to operate. Then, the ink is sucked from the
nozzles 17 of the recording head 4 by the gear pump
15g. At that time, since the gear pump 15g is caused to
operate when there is a wet state in the inside of the
gear pump 15g, the ink-sucking action can be satisfac-
torily assured.
[0134] After the maintenance operation is conducted,
the recording operation is conducted in the objective re-
cording area based on the printing data. Specifically,
while the recording head 4 is moved in the main scan-
ning direction, drops of the ink can be jetted from the
nozzles 17 at respective suitable timings.
[0135] If the electric power continues to be supplied
to the printer 1 for a long time, the maintenance opera-
tion may be conducted under certain conditions. If the
ink-sucking operation is conducted as the maintenance
operation for a case wherein the electric power contin-
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ues to be supplied to the printer 1 for a long time, before
the ink-sucking operation is conducted, the preliminary
operation for the gear pump 15g is carried out when nec-
essary.
[0136] The flowchart of the preliminary operation in
the case is substantially the same as that just after the
electric power has started to be supplied to the printer
(see Fig. 10). Thus, the explanation is omitted.
[0137] According to the embodiment as well, the pre-
liminary operation for wetting the inside of the gear
pump 15g is carried out only when the non-operating
time Tn of the gear pump 15g is equal to or longer than
the standard time Ts. Thus, the inside of the gear pump
15g is efficiently returned to the wet state from the dry
state.
[0138] In addition, according to the embodiment, the
inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted with a special wet-
ting agent, that is, an optimum wetting agent may be
supplied at an optimum flow rate.
[0139] Herein, the manner of causing the priming
pump to operate is not limited to the above one using
the pushing member 5p, but also may be various other
manners.
[0140] Next, Fig. 12 is a schematic block diagram for
explaining an electric structure of an ink-jetting record-
ing apparatus of a third embodiment according to the
invention. In the above embodiments, the controlling
unit 11 is adapted to automatically function as a prelim-
inary-operation carrying-out part based on the judge re-
sult by the judging part 103. However, in the third em-
bodiment, the controlling part 11 is adapted to function
as a preliminary-operation carrying-out part after an in-
struction is inputted by a user.
[0141] That is, in the embodiment, as shown in Fig.
12, there are provided a displaying part 105 that displays
judge result by the judging part 103, and an inputting
part 106 into which a preliminary-operation instruction
is manually inputted. In addition, the controlling part 11
is adapted to carry out a preliminary operation for wet-
ting the inside of the gear pump 15g based on the pre-
liminary-operation instruction inputted into the inputting
part 106.
[0142] Other structure of the embodiment is substan-
tially the same as the first embodiment explained with
reference to Figs. 1 to 8.
[0143] According to the third embodiment, when the
non-operating time Tn of the gear pump 15g is equal to
or longer than the standard time Ts, this information is
displayed by the displaying part 105. Then, the user can
estimate that the inside of the gear pump 15g becomes
dry to some extent. Thus, by the user inputting the pre-
liminary-operation instruction into the inputting part 106,
the preliminary operation for wetting the inside of the
gear pump 15g can be carried out efficiently.
[0144] Next, Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram for
explaining an electric structure of an ink-jetting record-
ing apparatus of a fourth embodiment according to the
invention. In the fourth embodiment too, the controlling

part 11 is adapted to function as a preliminary-operation
carrying-out part after an instruction is inputted by a us-
er.
[0145] That is, in the embodiment, as shown in Fig.
13, there are provided a displaying part 105 that displays
judge result by the judging part 103, and an inputting
part 106 into which a preliminary-operation instruction
is manually inputted. In addition, the controlling part 11
is adapted to carry out a preliminary operation for wet-
ting the inside of the gear pump 15g based on the pre-
liminary-operation instruction inputted into the inputting
part 106.
[0146] Other structure of the embodiment is substan-
tially the same as the second embodiment explained
with reference to Figs. 9 to 11.
[0147] According to the fourth embodiment too, when
the non-operating time Tn of the gear pump 15g is equal
to or longer than the standard time Ts, that information
is displayed by the displaying part 105. Then, the user
can estimate that the inside of the gear pump 15g be-
comes dry to some extent. Thus, by the user inputting
the preliminary-operation instruction into the inputting
part 106, the preliminary operation for wetting the inside
of the gear pump 15g can be carried out efficiently.
[0148] If a manner not using the pushing member 5b
is adopted as a manner of causing the priming pump
115 to operate, the priming pump 115 may be directly
caused to operate by the preliminary-operation instruc-
tion.
[0149] In the above embodiments, the non-operating
time Tn of the gear pump 15g is used as a state quantity
related to the dry state in the inside of the gear pump
15g. However, a continuous open time of the capping
member 15, an elapsed time in an OFF state of an elec-
tric power source, or the like maybe used instead of the
non-operating time Tn.
[0150] Alternatively, the state quantity related to the
dry state in the inside of the gear pump 15g may be a
state quantity related to an operating state of the gear
pump 15 after the gear pump 15g has been driven for a
predetermined time.
[0151] Specifically, for example, as a state quantity re-
lated to an operating state of the gear pump 15g, a pres-
sure in the capping member 15 after the gear pump 15g
has been driven for a predetermined time is used. If the
pressure in the capping member 15 after the gear pump
15g has been driven for a predetermined time doesn't
reach a predetermined negative pressure, it can be es-
timated that the inside of the gear pump 15g is in a dry
state.
[0152] Such an embodiment is explained. Fig. 14 is a
schematic block diagram for explaining an electric struc-
ture of an ink-jetting recording apparatus of a fifth em-
bodiment according to the invention.
[0153] In the fifth embodiment, as a state-quantity rec-
ognizing part, a pressure detecting part 101' is provided
instead of the timer 101. For example, the pressure de-
tecting part 101' may consist of a film sensor or the like,
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and may be arranged in the suction way 15w from the
capping member 15 or the inside of the capping member
15 to the gear pump 15g.
[0154] In addition, in the embodiment, as a standard-
state-quantity setting part, a standard-negative-pres-
sure setting part 102' , in which a standard negative
pressure Ps being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation is set, is provided instead of the stand-
ard-time setting part 102, in which the s tandard time Ts
being a s tandard for carrying out a preliminary operation
is set.
[0155] The judging part 103 is adapted to judge that
the inside of the gear pump 15g is dry, when the pres-
sure in the capping member Pn recognized by the pres-
sure detecting part 101' is equal to or above the stand-
ard negative pressure Ps set in the standard-negative-
pressure setting part 102'.
[0156] The controlling part 11 of the embodiment is
adapted to cause the gear pump 15g to operate for a
predetermined time in order to judge (estimate) the in-
side state of the gear pump 15g. Thereafter, when the
judging part 103 judges that the pressure in the capping
member Pn is equal to or above the standard negative
pressure Ps (doesn' t exceed the standard negative
pressure Ps), that is, when the judging part 103 judges
that the inside of the gear pump 15g is in a dry state, the
controlling part 11 is adapted to carry out a preliminary
operation for wetting the inside of the gear pump 15g.
[0157] Other structure of the embodiment is substan-
tially the same as the first embodiment explained with
reference to Figs. 1 to 8.
[0158] Next, an operation of the printer of the fifth em-
bodiment is explained.
[0159] When electric power is supplied to the printer
1, a necessary initializing operation is conducted at first.
In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 15, as an initializing
operation after the electric power has been supplied
(STEP 01), the gear pump 15g is caused to operate for
a predetermined time (STEP 11), and a pressure in the
capping member Pn is measured i.e. obtained by the
pressure detecting part 101' (STEP 02').
[0160] Then, the judging part 103 judges whether the
obtained pressure in the capping member Pn is equal
to or above the standard negative pressure Ps set in the
standard-negative-pressure setting part 102' or not
(STEP 03').
[0161] If the judge result is "No", it is estimated
(judged) that a wet state in the inside of the gear pump
15g is maintained, so that the state remains as a waiting
state (STEP 08).
[0162] On the other hand, if the judge result is "Yes",
it is estimated (judged) that the inside of the gear pump
15g becomes dry to some extent, so that a preliminary
operation is carried out by the controlling part 11. Spe-
cifically, via the control by the controlling part 11, the re-
cording head 4 (the carriage 5) and the capping member
15 are moved to the flushing position (waiting position)
(STEP 04). In that state, via the control by the controlling

part 11, a predetermined volume of the ink, for example,
N dots of the ink are jetted out by means of a flushing
operation (STEP 05). Thus, the predetermined volume
of the ink is ejected into the inside of the capping mem-
ber 15. Then, the gear pump 15g is caused to operate
n times of rotation or for t seconds (STEP 06). Thus, the
ink ejected into the inside of the capping member 15 is
conveyed into the inside of the gear pump 15g, so that
the inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted, that is, re-
turned to a wet state. Then, via the control by the con-
trolling part 11, the recording head 4 (the carriage 5) and
the capping member 15 are moved to the capping posi-
tion (home position) , and the recording head 4 is sealed
by the capping member 15 (STEP 07). Then, the state
remains as a waiting state (STEP 08).
[0163] After the initializing operation, when printing
data corresponding to one line is outputted from the out-
putting buffer of the RAM 33, the recording head 4 con-
ducts a maintenance operation (recovering operation)
before a recording operation for the one line.
[0164] The maintenance operation is conducted for
keeping ability of the recording head 4 to jet drops of the
ink. The maintenance operation may be suitably select-
ed from an ink-sucking operation, a flushing operation,
a minutely-vibrating operation, and so on.
[0165] If the ink-sucking operation is conducted, as
shown in Fig. 4B, the release-valve mechanism 15v is
closed by the frame F or the like to seal the inside of the
capping member 15, and thereafter the gear pump 15g
is caused to operate. Then, the ink is sucked from the
nozzles 17 of the recording head 4 by the gear pump
15g. At that time, since the gear pump 15g is caused to
operate when there is a wet state in the inside of the
gear pump 15g, the ink-sucking action can be satisfac-
torily assured.
[0166] After the maintenance operation is conducted,
the recording operation is conducted in the objective re-
cording area based on the printing data. Specifically,
while the recording head 4 is moved in the main scan-
ning direction, drops of the ink can be jetted from the
nozzles 17 at respective suitable timings.
[0167] If the electric power continues to be supplied
to the printer for a long time, the maintenance operation
may be conducted under certain conditions. If the ink-
sucking operation is conducted as the maintenance op-
eration for a case wherein the electric power continues
to be supplied to the printer 1 for a long time, before the
ink-sucking operation is conducted, the preliminary op-
eration for the gear pump 15g is carried out when nec-
essary.
[0168] The flowchart of the preliminary operation in
the case is substantially the same as that just after the
electric power has started to be supplied to the printer
1 (see Fig. 15). That is, after the instruction for the ink-
sucking operation has been confirmed (STEP 01), the
gear pump 15g is caused to operate for a predetermined
time (STEP 11), and a pressure in the capping member
Pn is measured i.e. obtained by the pressure detecting
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part 101' (STEP 02').
[0169] Then, the judging part 103 judges whether the
obtained pressure in the capping member Pn is equal
to or above the standard negativepressure Ps set in the
standard-negative-pressure setting part 102' or not
(STEP 03').
[0170] If the judge result is "No", it is estimated
(judged) that a wet state in the inside of the gear pump
15g is maintained, so that the ink-sucking operation
starts to be carried out under that state (STEP 08).
[0171] On the other hand, if the judge result is "Yes",
it is estimated that the inside of the gear pump 15g be-
comes dry to some extent, so that a preliminary opera-
tion is carried out by the controlling part 11. Specifically,
via the control by the controlling part 11, the recording
head 4 (the carriage 5) and the capping member 15 are
moved to the flushing position (waiting position) (STEP
04). In that state, via the control by the controlling part
11, a predetermined volume of the ink, for example, N
dots of the ink are jetted out by means of a flushing op-
eration (STEP 05) . Thus, the predetermined volume of
the ink is ejected into the inside of the capping member
15. Then, the gear pump 15g is caused to operate n
times of rotation or for t seconds (STEP 06). Thus, the
ink ejected into the inside of the capping member 15 is
conveyed into the inside of the gear pump 15g, so that
the inside of the gear pump 15g is wetted, that is, re-
turned to a wet state. Then, via the control by the con-
trolling part 11, the recording head 4 (the carriage 5) and
the capping member 15 are moved to the capping posi-
tion (home position), and the recording head 4 is sealed
by the capping member 15 (STEP 07). Thereafter, the
ink-sucking operation starts to be carried out under that
state (STEP 08).
[0172] According to the embodiment, only when the
pressure in the capping member Pn after the gear pump
15g has been driven for a predetermined time is equal
to or above the standard negative pressure Ps, the pre-
liminary operation for wetting the inside of the gear
pump 15g can be carried out. Thus, in the case too, the
inside of the gear pump 15g is efficiently returned to the
wet state from the dry state.
[0173] Furthermore, as a state quantity related to an
operating state of the gear pump 15g, a state quantity
related to an ink flow after the gear pump 15g has been
driven for a predetermined time may be also used. If an
expected ink flow isn't generated after the gear pump
15g has been driven for a predetermined time, it can be
estimated that the inside of the gear pump 15g is in a
dry state. The state quantity related to an ink flow may
be detected by a photon-interrupter provided in the suc-
tion way 15w, or an electrode provided in the capping
member 15 or the gear pump 15g, or the like. In addition,
an ink flow into the gear pump 15g may be detected, by
detecting change in a rotational load of a motor (not
shown) for driving the gear pump 15g from an electrical
current waveform of the motor.
[0174] In addition, the gear pump is used in the above

embodiments. However, instead of the gear pump, any
roots pump, any quimby screw pump, any vane pump,
or any other built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump may be used.
[0175] An example of structure of a roots pump is ex-
plained in detail with reference to Figs . 16A to 16C . Fig.
16A is a perspective view of a roots pump 200, Fig. 16B
is an exploded view of the roots pump 200, and Fig. 16C
is a plan view of the roots pump 200 from which a lid
207 is removed.
[0176] As shown in Figs. 16A to 16C, the roots pump
200 includes: a pump frame (casing) 201 having a suc-
tion port 201a connected to the suction way 15w; and a
first rotator 202 and a second rotator 203 that are in a
rolling contact with each other and that are contained in
the pump frame 201. The first rotator 202 is rotated by
means of a first driving shaft 204 that pierces the pump
frame 201 and/or the lid 207. Similarly, the second ro-
tator 203 is rotated by means of a second driving shaft
205 that pierces the pump frame 201 and/or the lid 207.
The first driving shaft 204 and the second driving shaft
205 are arranged in parallel. The pump frame (casing)
201 is sealed by the lid 207 via a packing 206. In the
example, the pump frame 201 has a discharging port
201b. The suction port 201a and the discharging port
201b are located opposite with respect to a slide area
between the rotators 202, 203 and the pump frame 201.
[0177] For example, the roots pump 200 is formed in
such a precise manner that a gap between the first and
second rotators 202, 203 and the pump frame 201 is not
more than 100 micron in both a radial direction and a
thickness direction.
[0178] When the first rotator 202 and the second ro-
tator 203 are synchronously rotated in a direction shown
by arrows in Fig. 16B by the first driving shaft 204 and
the second driving shaft 205, the first rotator 202 and
the second rotator 203 slide on the pump frame 201 (via
liquid (ink) menisci) while the first rotator 202 and the
second rotator 203 roll on each other. Thus, the ink is
conveyed from an IN area in the pump frame 201 (on
the side of the suction port 201a) to an OUT area therein
(on the side of the discharging port 201b) to achieve a
pump function.
[0179] Herein, in the roots pump 200, the seal at the
rolling area and the casing area can not be released,
even if the rotational direction of the rotators is changed.
That is, it is impossible for the In area and the OUT area
to be communicated with each other to achieve an at-
mospheric release of the capping member 15. There-
fore, for example, similarly to the case shown in Figs.
4A and 4B, the release-valve mechanism 15v that is nor-
mally open may be provided at the capping member 15.
The release-valve mechanism 15v is adapted to close
only when the capping member 15 comes in contact wi
th a frame F or the like, correspondingly to when it is
necessary to suck the ink. Thus, the inside of the cap-
ping member 15 is normally communicated with the at-
mosphere, so that it is prevented the menisci are broken
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down by temperature change or the like, while the cap-
ping member 15 is suitably sealed when the ink has to
be sucked.
[0180] Next, an example of structure of a quimby
screw pump is explained in detail with reference to Figs.
17A to 17C. Fig. 17A is a perspective view of a quimby
screw pump 300, Fig. 17B is an exploded view of the
quimby screw pump 300, and Fig. 17C is a partial sec-
tional view of the quimby screw pump 300.
[0181] As shown in Figs. 17A to 17C, the quimby
screw pump 300 includes: a pump frame (casing) 301
having a suction port 301a connected to the suction way
15w; and a driving spiral 302 and a driven spiral 303 that
are engaged with each other and slidably contained in
the pump frame 301 (via liquid (ink) menisci). The driv-
ing spiral 302 is rotated by means of a driving shaft 304
that pierces the pump frame 301 and/or a lid 307. The
driven spiral 303 is pivotally supported by the pump
frame 301 and the lid 307 via a driven shaft 305 that is
parallel to the driving shaft 304. The pump frame (cas-
ing) 301 is sealed by the lid 307 via a packing 306. In
the example, the lid 307 has a discharging port 307a.
The suction port 301a and the discharging port 307a are
located opposite with respect to a slide area between
the spirals 302, 303 and the pump frame 301.
[0182] For example, the quimby screw pump 300 is
formed in such a precise manner that a gap between
the driving and driven spirals 302, 303 and the pump
frame 301 is not more than 100 micron.
[0183] When the driving spiral 302 is rotated in a di-
rection shown by an arrow in Fig. 17B by the driving
shaft 304, the driven spiral 303 engaged with the driving
spiral 302 is also rotated, so that the ink is conveyed
from an IN area in the pump frame 301 (on the side of
the suction port 301a) to an OUT area therein (on the
side of the discharging port 307a) to achieve a pump
function. Therefore, for example, similarly to the case
shown in Figs. 4A and 4B, the release-valve mechanism
15v that is normally open may be provided at the cap-
ping member 15. The release-valve mechanism 15v is
adapted to close only when the capping member 15
comes in contact with a frame F or the like, correspond-
ingly to when it is necessary to suck the ink. Thus, the
inside of the capping member 15 is normally communi-
cated with the atmosphere, so that it is prevented the
menisci are broken down by temperature change or the
like, while the capping member 15 is suitably sealed
when the ink has to be sucked.
[0184] Next, an example of structure of a vane pump
is explained in detail with reference to Figs. 18A to 18C.
Fig. 18A is a perspective view of a vane pump 400, Fig.
18B is an exploded view of the vane pump 400, and Fig.
18C is a plan view of the vane pump 400 from which a
lid 407 is removed.
[0185] As shown in Figs. 18A to 18C, the vane pump
400 includes: a pump frame (casing) 401 having a suc-
tion port 401a connected to the suction way 15w; and a
rotor 402 that is contained in the pump frame 401. The

rotor 402 has a cylindrical shape whose diameter is
smaller than a diameter of a cylindrical space in the
pump frame 401.
[0186] The rotor 402 is rotated by means of a driving
shaft 404 that pierces the pump frame 401 and/or the
lid 407. The driving shaft 404 is eccentrically located
with respect to a center of the cylindrical space in the
pump frame 401. Apart of the outside periphery of the
rotor 402 is adapted to slide on an inside surface of the
pump frame 401 (via liquid (ink) menisci). A plurality of
(six in the shown example) concave portions 402r is
formed in the outside periphery of the rotor 402, at sub-
stantially even intervals in a circumferential direction
thereof. A blade 403 is provided in each concave portion
402r via a spring 402s. The spring 402s provides a bi-
asing force tending to move the blade 403 outwardly.
The pump frame (casing) 401 is sealed by the lid 407
via a packing 406. In the example, the pump frame 401
has a discharging port 401b. The suction port 401a and
the discharging port 401b are located in such a manner
that a slide area between the rotor 402 and the pump
frame 401 is sandwiched between the suction port 401a
and the discharging port 401b.
[0187] For example, the vane pump 400 is formed in
such a precise manner that a gap between the rotor 402
and the pump frame 401 is not more than 100 micron.
[0188] When the rotor 402 is rotated in a direction
shown by an arrow in Fig. 16B by the driving shaft 404,
by means of the blades 403 protruding from the rotor
402, the ink is conveyed from an IN area in the pump
frame 401 (on the side of the suction port 401a) to an
OUT area therein (on the side of the discharging port
401b) to achieve a pump function.
[0189] Herein, in the vane pump 400, the seal at the
slide area can not be released, even if the rotational di-
rection of the rotor 402 is changed. That is, it is impos-
sible for the In area and the OUT area to be communi-
cated with each other to achieve an atmospheric release
of the capping member 15. Therefore, for example, sim-
ilarly to the case shown in Figs. 4A and 4B, the release-
valve mechanism 15v that is normally open may be pro-
vided at the capping member 15. The release-valve
mechanism 15v is adapted to close only when the cap-
ping member 15 comes in contact with a frame F or the
like, correspondingly to when it is necessary to suck the
ink. Thus, the inside of the capping member 15 is nor-
mally communicated with the atmosphere, so that it is
prevented the menisci are broken down by temperature
change or the like, while the capping member 15 is suit-
ably sealed when the ink has to be sucked.
[0190] Regarding the above built-in slide-rotator type
of positive displacement pumps, if precision of compo-
nents thereof is low, when the sucking operation is
stopped, the liquid seal in the pump may be break down
at a time so that the atmospheric release may be ad-
vanced too fast. In such a case, air bubbles may enter
the capping member and the nozzles to remarkably de-
teriorate the ink-jetting performance of the recording
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head. In the case, it is preferable to provide a check
valve between the capping member 15 and the built-in
slide-rotator type of positive displacement pump 15g,
200, 300 or 400. An embodiment including such a check
valve 15r is shown in Figs. 19A and 19B, correspond-
ingly to Figs. 4A and 4B.
[0191] In addition, instead of the built-in slide-rotator
type of positive displacement pump like the gear pump,
a reciprocating-mechanism type of positive displace-
ment pump such as a piston pump, a bellows pump, a
diaphragm pump, or the like may be also used.
[0192] An example of structure of a piston pump is ex-
plained in detail with reference to Fig. 20. Fig. 20 is a
schematic sectional view of a piston pump 500.
[0193] As shown in Fig. 20, the piston pump 500 in-
cludes a pump frame (cylinder) 501 whose volume is
changeable by a reciprocating motion of a piston 502.
A suction port 501a, which is connected to the suction
way 15w, is formed at the pump frame 501 via a first
check valve 501c. A discharging port 501b is also
formed at the pump frame 501 via a second check valve
501d.
[0194] When the piston 502 is moved in a direction
shown by an arrow A in Fig. 20, the ink is introduced
from the suction port 501a into the pump frame 501
through the first check valve 501c. At that time, the sec-
ond check valve 501d is not opened, so that the ink is
not introduced back through the discharging port 501b.
Then, when the piston 502 is moved in a direction shown
by an arrow B in Fig. 20, the ink is conveyed from the
inside of the pump frame 501 to the discharging port
501b through the second check valve 501d. At that time,
the first check valve 501c is not opened, so that the ink
is not conveyed back to the suction port 501a. This re-
ciprocating motion of the piston 502 is repeated, so that
the ink is conveyed from an IN area in the pump frame
501 (on the side of the suction port 501a) to an OUT
area therein (on the side of the discharging port 501b)
to achieve a pump function.
[0195] Herein, in the piston pump 500, it is impossible
for the In area and the OUT area to be communicated
with each other to achieve an atmospheric release of
the capping member 15. Therefore, for example, simi-
larly to the case shown in Figs. 4A and 4B, the release-
valve mechanism 15v that is normally open may be pro-
vided at the capping member 15. The release-valve
mechanism 15v is adapted to close only when the cap-
ping member 15 comes in contact with a frame F or the
like, correspondingly to when it is necessary to suck the
ink. Thus, the inside of the capping member 15 is nor-
mally communicated with the atmosphere, so that it is
prevented the menisci are broken down by temperature
change or the like, while the capping member 15 is suit-
ably sealed when the ink has to be sucked.
[0196] Next, an example of structure of a bellows
pump is explained in detail with reference to Fig. 21. Fig.
21 is a schematic sectional view of a bellows pump 600.
[0197] As shown in Fig. 21, the bellows pump 600 in-

cludes a bellows frame 601 whose volume is changea-
ble by a reciprocating mechanism 602. A suction port
601a, which is connected to the suction way 15w, is
formed at the bellows frame 601 via a first check valve
601c. A discharging port 601b is also formed at the bel-
lows frame 601 via a second check valve 601d.
[0198] When the bellows frame 601 expands in a di-
rection shown by an arrow A in Fig. 21, the ink is intro-
duced from the suction port 601a into the bellows frame
601 through the first check valve 601c. At that time, the
second check valve 601d is not opened, so that the ink
is not introduced back through the discharging port
601b. Then, when the bellows frame 601 contracts in a
direction shown by an arrow B in Fig. 21, the ink is con-
veyed from the inside of the bellows frame 601 to the
discharging port 601b through the second check valve
601d. At that time, the first check valve 601c is not
opened, so that the ink is not conveyed back to the suc-
tion port 601a. This expansion and contraction motion
of the bellows frame 601 is repeated, so that the ink is
conveyed from an IN area in the bellows frame 601 (on
the side of the suction port 601a) to an OUT area therein
(on the side of the discharging port 601b) to achieve a
pump function.
[0199] Herein, in the bellows pump 600, it is impossi-
ble for the In area and the OUT area to be communicat-
ed with each other to achieve an atmospheric release
of the capping member 15. Therefore, for example, sim-
ilarly to the case shown in Figs. 4A and 4B, the release-
valve mechanism 15v that is normally open may be pro-
vided at the capping member 15. The release-valve
mechanism 15v is adapted to close only when the cap-
ping member 15 comes in contact with a frame F or the
like, correspondingly to when it is necessary to suck the
ink. Thus, the inside of the capping member 15 is nor-
mally communicated with the atmosphere, so that it is
prevented the menisci are broken down by temperature
change or the like, while the capping member 15 is suit-
ably sealed when the ink has to be sucked.
[0200] Next, an example of structure of a diaphragm
pump is explained in detail with reference to Fig. 22. Fig.
22 is a schematic sectional view of a diaphragm pump
700.
[0201] As shown in Fig. 22, the diaphragm pump 700
includes a pump frame (cylinder) 701 whose volume is
changeable by a reciprocating motion of a diaphragm
702. A suction port 701a, which is connected to the suc-
tion way 15w, is formed at the pump frame 701 via a first
check valve 701c. A discharging port 701b is also
formed at the pump frame 701 via a second check valve
701d.
[0202] When the diaphragm 702 is moved in a direc-
tion shown by an arrow A in Fig. 22, the ink is introduced
from the suction port 701a into the pump frame 701
through the first check valve 701c. At that time, the sec-
ond check valve 701d is not opened, so that the ink is
not introduced back through the discharging port 701b.
Then, when the diaphragm 702 is moved in a direction
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shown by an arrow B in Fig. 22, the ink is conveyed from
the inside of the pump frame 701 to the discharging port
701b through the second check valve 701d. At that time,
the first check valve 701c is not opened, so that the ink
is not conveyed back to the suction port 701a. This re-
ciprocating motion of the diaphragm 702 is repeated, so
that the ink is conveyed from an IN area in the pump
frame 701 (on the side of the suction port 701a) to an
OUT area therein (on the side of the discharging port
701b) to achieve a pump function.
[0203] Herein, in the diaphragm pump 700, it is im-
possible for the In area and the OUT area to be com-
municated with each other to achieve an atmospheric
release of the capping member 15. Therefore, for ex-
ample, similarly to the case shown in Figs. 4A and 4B,
the release-valve mechanism 15v that is normally open
may be provided at the capping member 15. The re-
lease-valve mechanism 15v is adapted to close only
when the capping member 15 comes in contact with a
frame F or the like, correspondingly to when it is neces-
sary to suck the ink. Thus, the inside of the capping
member 15 is normally communicated with the atmos-
phere, so that it is prevented the menisci are broken
down by temperature change or the like, while the cap-
ping member 15 is suitably sealed when the ink has to
be sucked.
[0204] In the above embodiments, the controlling part
11, the timer 101, the standard-time setting part 102, the
judging part 103, and so on can be materialized by a
computer system. A program for materializing the above
one or more components in a computer system, and a
storage unit 201 storing the program and capable of be-
ing read by a computer, are intended to be protected by
this application.
[0205] In addition, when the above one or more com-
ponents may be materialized in a computer system by
using a general program such as an OS, a program in-
cluding a command or commands for controlling the
general program, and a storage unit 202 storing the pro-
gram and capable of being read by a computer, are in-
tended to be protected by this application.
[0206] Each of the storage units 201 and 202 can be
not only a substantial object such as a floppy disk or the
like, but also a network for transmitting various signals.
[0207] The above description is given for the ink-jet-
ting printer as a liquid ejecting apparatus according to
the invention. However, this invention is intended to ap-
ply to general liquid ejecting apparatuses widely. A liquid
may be glue, nail polish, conductive liquid (liquidmetal)
or the like, instead of the ink. Furthermore, this invention
can be applied to a manufacturing unit for color filters of
a display apparatus such as LCD.

Claims

1. A liquid ejecting apparatus comprising:

a head member having a nozzle and a liquid-
ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle,
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data,
a capping member relatively movable between
a position away from the head member and a
position in contact with the head member,
a suction way communicated with an inside of
the capping member,
a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displace-
ment pump provided in the suction way,
a state-quantity recognizing part that recogniz-
es a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard
state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of
the positive displacement pump,
a judging part that judges whether the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry or not,
by comparing the state quantity recognized by
the state-quantity recognizing part with the
standard state quantity set in the standard-
state-quantity setting part, and
a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting
the inside of the positive displacement pump,
when it is judged by the judging part that the
inside of the positive displacement pump is dry.

2. A liquid ejecting apparatus comprising:

a head member having a nozzle and a liquid-
ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle,
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data,
a capping member relatively movable between
a position away from the head member and a
position in contact with the head member,
a suction way communicated with an inside of
the capping member,
a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displace-
ment pump provided in the suction way,
a state-quantity recognizing part that recogniz-
es a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard
state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of
the positive displacement pump,
a judging part that judges whether the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry or not,
by comparing the state quantity recognized by
the state-quantity recognizing part with the
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standard state quantity set in the standard-
state-quantity setting part,
a displaying part that displays judge result by
the judging part,
an inputting part into which a preliminary-oper-
ation instruction is manually inputted, and
a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting
the inside of the positive displacement pump,
basedon the preliminary-operation instruction
inputted into the inputting part.

3. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 1 or
2, wherein:

the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to cause the liquid-ejecting unit to eject
liquid from the nozzle into the capping member,
and thereafter drive the built-in slide-rotator
type of positive displacement pump for a pre-
determined preliminary-operation time.

4. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 1 or
2, wherein:

the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump has a pump frame connected
to the suction way,
a wetting-agent supplying way for supplying a
wetting agent is connected to the pump frame,
and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame via the wetting-agent supplying
way.

5. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 4,
wherein:

a priming pump is provided in the wetting-agent
supplying way, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate.

6. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein:

the head member is integrated with a pushing
member,
the pushing member is movable in a direction
in such a manner that the pushing member can
push the priming pump to cause the priming
pump to operate, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-

erate via the pushing member by moving the
head member.

7. A liquid ejecting apparatus comprising:

a head member having a nozzle and a liquid-
ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle,
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data,
a capping member relatively movable between
a position away from the head member and a
position in contact with the head member,
a suction way communicated with an inside of
the capping member,
a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displace-
ment pump provided in the suction way,
a state-quantity recognizing part that recogniz-
es a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard
state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of
the positive displacement pump,
a judging part that judges whether the inside of
the posi tive displacement pump is dry or not,
by comparing the state quantity recognized by
the state-quantity recognizing part with the
standard state quantity set in the s tandard-
state-quanti ty setting part, and
a displaying part that displays judge result by
the judging part,

wherein
the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-

placement pump has a pump frame connected to
the suction way,

a wetting-agent supplying way for supplying
a wetting agent is connected to the pump frame,

a priming pump is provided in the wetting-
agent supplying way, and

a manual inputting part for causing the prim-
ing pump to operate is connected to the priming
pump.

8. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 1 to 7, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump is a non-operating time of
the positive displacement pump,
the state-quantity recognizing part is a non-op-
erating-time recognizing part that recognizes
the non-operating time,
the standard state quantity being a standard for
carrying out a preliminary operation is a stand-
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ard time being a standard for carrying out a pre-
liminary operation,
the standard-state-quantity setting part is a
standard-time setting part in which the stand-
ard time is set, and
the judging part is adapted to judge that the in-
side of the positive displacement pump is dry,
when the non-operating time recognized by the
non-operating-time recognizing part is equal to
or longer than the standard time set in the
standard-time setting part.

9. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 1 to 7, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump is a state quantity related
to an operating state of the positive displace-
ment pump after the positive displacement
pump has been driven for a predetermined
time.

10. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 1 to 9, wherein:

the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump is a gear pump.

11. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 1 to 9, wherein:

the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump is a roots pump.

12. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 1 to 9, wherein:

the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump is a quimby screw pump.

13. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 1 to 9, wherein:

the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump is a vane pump.

14. A liquid ejecting apparatus comprising:

a head member having a nozzle and a liquid-
ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle,
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data,
a capping member relatively movable between
a position away from the head member and a
position in contact with the head member,
a suction way communicated with an inside of
the capping member,

a reciprocating-mechanism type of positive dis-
placement pump provided in the suction way,
a state-quantity recognizing part that recogniz-
es a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard
state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of
the positive displacement pump,
a judging part that judges whether the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry or not,
by comparing the state quantity recognized by
the state-quantity recognizing part with the
standard state quantity set in the standard-
state-quantity setting part, and
a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting
the inside of the positive displacement pump,
when it is judged by the judging part that the
inside of the positive displacement pump is dry.

15. A liquid ejecting apparatus comprising:

a head member having a nozzle and a liquid-
ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle,
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data,
a capping member relatively movable between
a position away from the head member and a
posi tion in contact with the head member,
a suction way communicated with an inside of
the capping member,
a reciprocating-mechanism type of positive dis-
placement pump provided in the suction way,
a state-quantity recognizing part that recogniz-
es a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard
state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of
the positive displacement pump,
a judging part that judges whether the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry or not,
by comparing the state quantity recognized by
the state-quantity recognizing part with the
standard state quantity set in the standard-
state-quantity setting part,
a displaying part that displays judge result by
the judging part,
an inputting part into which a preliminary-oper-
ation instruction is manually inputted, and
a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting
the inside of the positive displacement pump,
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based on the preliminary-operation instruction
inputted into the inputting part.

16. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 14 or
15, wherein:

the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to cause the liquid-ejecting unit to eject
liquid from the nozzle into the capping member,
and thereafter drive the reciprocating-mecha-
nism type of positive displacement pump for a
predetermined preliminary-operation time.

17. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 14 or
15, wherein:

the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump has a pump frame con-
nected to the suction way,
a wetting-agent supplying way for supplying a
wetting agent is connected to the pump frame,
and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame via the wetting-agent supplying
way.

18. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 17,
wherein:

a priming pump is provided in the wetting-agent
supplying way, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate.

19. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to claim 18,
wherein:

the head member is integrated with a pushing
member,
the pushing member is movable in a direction
in such a manner that the pushing member can
push the priming pump to cause the priming
pump to operate, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate via the pushing member by moving the
head member.

20. A liquid ejecting apparatus comprising:

a head member having a nozzle and a liquid-
ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle,
a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data,

a capping member relatively movable between
a position away from the head member and a
position in contact with the head member,
a suction way communicated with an inside of
the capping member,
a reciprocating-mechanism type of positive dis-
placement pump provided in the suction way,
a state-quantity recognizing part that recogniz-
es a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard
state quantity being a standard for carrying out
a preliminary operation for wetting the inside of
the positive displacement pump,
a judging part that judges whether the inside of
the positive displacement pump is dry or not,
by comparing the state quantity recognized by
the state-quantity recognizing part with the
standard state quantity set in the standard-
state-quantity setting part, and
a displaying part that displays judge result by
the judging part,

wherein
the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive

displacement pump has a pump frame connected
to the suction way,

a wetting-agent supplying way for supplying
a wetting agent is connected to the pump frame,

a priming pump is provided in the wetting-
agent supplying way, and

a manual inputting part for causing the prim-
ing pump to operate is connected to the priming
pump.

21. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 14 to 20, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump is a non-operating
time of the positive displacement pump,
the state-quantity recognizing part is a non-op-
erating-time recognizing part that recognizes
the non-operating time,
the standard state quantity being a standard for
carrying out a preliminary operation is a stand-
ard time being a standard for carrying out a pre-
liminary operation,
the standard-state-quantity setting part is a
standard-time setting part in which the stand-
ard time is set, and
the judging part is adapted to judge that the in-
side of the positive displacement pump is dry,
when the non-operating time recognized by the
non-operating-time recognizing part is equal to
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or longer than the standard time set in the
standard-time setting part.

22. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 14 to 20, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump is a state quantity
related to an operating state of the positive dis-
placement pump after the positive displace-
ment pump has been driven for a predeter-
mined time.

23. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 14 to 22, wherein:

the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump is a piston pump.

24. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 14 to 22, wherein:

the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump is a bellows pump.

25. A liquid ejecting apparatus according to any of
claims 14 to 22, wherein:

the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump is a diaphragm pump.

26. A controlling unit for controlling a liquid ejecting ap-
paratus including: a head member having a nozzle
and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the noz-
zle; a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data; a capping
member relatively movable between a position
away from the head member and a position in con-
tact with the head member; a suction way commu-
nicated with an inside of the capping member; and
a built-in slide-rotator type of positive displacement
pump provided in the suction way; the controlling
unit comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recog-
nizes a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump,

a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard state
quantity being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside
of the positive displacement pump is dry or not, by
comparing the state quantity recognized by the
state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity set-

ting part, and
a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that

carries out the preliminary operation for wetting the
inside of the positive displacement pump, when it is
judged by the judging part that the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry.

27. A controlling unit according to claim 26,'wherein:

the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to cause the liquid-ejecting unit to eject
liquid from the nozzle into the capping member,
and thereafter drive the built-in slide-rotator
type of positive displacement pump for a pre-
determined preliminary-operation time.

28. A controlling unit according to claim 26 or 27,
wherein:

the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump has a pump frame connected
to the suction way,
a wetting-agent supplying way for supplying a
wetting agent is connected to the pump frame,
and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame via the wetting-agent supplying
way.

29. A controlling unit according to claim 28, wherein:

a priming pump is provided in the wetting-agent
supplying way, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate.

30. A controlling unit according to claim 29, wherein:

the head member is integrated with a pushing
member,
the pushing member is movable in a direction
in such a manner that the pushing member can
push the priming pump to cause the priming
pump to operate, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate via the pushing member by moving the
head member.

31. A controlling unit according to any of claims 26 to
30, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
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displacement pump is a non-operating time of
the positive displacement pump,
the state-quantity recognizing part is a non-op-
erating-time recognizing part that recognizes
the non-operating time,
the standard state quantity being a standard for
carrying out a preliminary operation is a stand-
ard time being a standard for carrying out a pre-
liminary operation,
the standard-state-quantity setting part is a
standard-time setting part in which the stand-
ard time is set, and
the judging part is adapted to judge that the in-
side of the positive displacement pump is dry,
when the non-operating time recognized by the
non-operating-time recognizing part is equal to
or longer than the standard time set in the
standard-time setting part.

32. A controlling unit according to any of claims 26 to
30, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive
displacement pump is a state quantity related
to an operating state of the positive displace-
ment pump after the positive displacement
pump has been driven for a predetermined
time.

33. A controlling unit for controlling a liquid ejecting ap-
paratus including: a head member having a nozzle
and a liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the noz-
zle; a main controlling part that drives the liquid-
ejecting unit based on ejecting data; a capping
member relatively movable between a position
away from the head member and a position in con-
tact with the head member; a suction way commu-
nicated with an inside of the capping member; and
a reciprocating-mechanism type of positive dis-
placement pump provided in the suction way; the
controlling unit comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recog-
nizes a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of pos-
itive displacement pump,

a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard state
quantity being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside
of the positive displacement pump is dry or not, by
comparing the state quantity recognized by the
state-quantity recognizing part with the s tandard s
tate quan ti ty s et in the standard-state-quantity set-
ting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that

carries out the preliminary operation for wetting the
inside of the positive displacement pump, when it is
judged by the judging part that the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry.

34. A controlling unit according to claim 33, wherein:

the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to cause the liquid-ejecting unit to eject
liquid from the nozzle into the capping member,
and thereafter drive the reciprocating-mecha-
nism type of positive displacement pump for a
predetermined preliminary-operation time.

35. A controlling unit according to claim 33 or 34,
wherein:

the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive
displacement pump has a pump frame con-
nected to the suction way,
a wetting-agent supplying way for supplying a
wetting agent is connected to the pump frame,
and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame via the wetting-agent supplying
way.

36. A controlling unit according to claim 35, wherein:

a priming pump is provided in the wetting-agent
supplying way, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate.

37. A controlling unit according to claim 36, wherein:

the head member is integrated with a pushing
member,
the pushing member is movable in a direction
in such a manner that the pushing member can
push the priming pump to cause the priming
pump to operate, and
the preliminary-operation carrying-out part is
adapted to supply the wetting agent into the
pump frame by causing the priming pump to op-
erate via the pushing member by moving the
head member.

38. A controlling unit according to any of claims 33 to
37, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump is a non-operating
time of the positive displacement pump,
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the state-quantity recognizing part is a non-op-
erating-time recognizing part that recognizes
the non-operating time,
the standard state quantity being a standard for
carrying out a preliminary operation is a stand-
ard time being a standard for carrying out a pre-
liminary operation,
the standard-state-quantity setting part is a
standard-time setting part in which the stand-
ard time is set, and
the judging part is adapted to judge that the in-
side of the positive displacement pump is dry,
when the non-operating time recognized by the
non-operating-time recognizing part is equal to
or longer than the standard time set in the
standard-time setting part.

39. A controlling unit according to any of claims 33 to
37, wherein:

the state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of
positive displacement pump is a state quantity
related to an operating state of the positive dis-
placement pump after the positive displace-
ment pump has been driven for a predeter-
mined time.

40. A program being executed by a computer system
including at least a computer to materialize a con-
trolling unit for controlling a liquid ejecting apparatus
including: a head member having a nozzle and a
liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a
main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting
unit based on ejecting data; a capping member rel-
atively movable between a position away from the
head member and a position in contact with the
head member; a suction way communicated with an
inside of the capping member; and a built-in slide-
rotator type of positive displacement pump provided
in the suction way; the controlling unit comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recog-
nizes a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
placement pump,

a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard state
quantity being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside
of the positive displacement pump is dry or not, by
comparing the state quantity recognized by the
state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity set-
ting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting the

inside of the positive displacement pump, when it is
judged by the judging part that the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry.

41. A program being executed by a computer system
including at least a computer to materialize a con-
trolling unit for controlling a liquid ejecting apparatus
including: a head member having a nozzle and a
liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a
main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting
unit based on ejecting data; a capping member rel-
atively movable between a position away from the
head member and a position in contact with the
head member; a suction way communicated with an
inside of the capping member; and a reciprocating-
mechanism type of positive displacement pump
provided in the suction way; the controlling unit
comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recog-
nizes a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of pos-
itive displacement pump,

a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard state
quantity being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside
of the positive displacement pump is dry or not, by
comparing the state quantity recognized by the
state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity set-
ting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting the
inside of the positive displacement pump, when it is
judged by the judging part that the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry.

42. A program including a command for controlling a
second program executed by a computer system in-
cluding at least a computer, the program being ex-
ecuted by the computer system to control the sec-
ond program to materialize a controlling unit for con-
trolling a liquid ejecting apparatus including: a head
member having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit
that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a main controlling
part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit based on
ejecting data; a capping member relatively movable
between a position away from the head member
and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the
capping member ; and abuilt-in slide-rotator type of
positive displacement pump provided in the suction
way; the controlling unit comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recog-
nizes a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive dis-
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placement pump,
a standard-state-quantity setting part in which

a standard state quantity is set, the standard state
quantity being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside
of the positive displacement pump is dry or not, by
comparing the state quantity recognized by the
state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity set-
ting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-out part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting the
inside of the positive displacement pump, when it is
judged by the judging part that the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry.

43. A program including a command for controlling a
second program executed by a computer system in-
cluding at least a computer, the program being ex-
ecuted by the computer system to control the sec-
ond program to materialize a controlling unit for con-
trolling a liquid ejecting apparatus including: a head
member having a nozzle and a liquid-ejecting unit
that ejects liquid in the nozzle; amain controlling
part that drives the liquid-ejecting unit based on
ejecting data; a capping member relatively movable
between a position away from the head member
and a position in contact with the head member; a
suction way communicated with an inside of the
capping member; and a reciprocating-mechanism
type of positive displacement pump provided in the
suction way; the controlling unit comprising

a state-quantity recognizing part that recog-
nizes a state quantity related to a dry state in an
inside of the reciprocating-mechanism type of pos-
itive displacement pump,

a standard-state-quantity setting part in which
a standard state quantity is set, the standard state
quantity being a standard for carrying out a prelim-
inary operation for wetting the inside of the positive
displacement pump,

a judging part that judges whether the inside
of the positive displacement pump is dry or not, by
comparing the state quantity recognized by the
state-quantity recognizing part with the standard
state quantity set in the standard-state-quantity set-
ting part, and

a preliminary-operation carrying-cut part that
carries out the preliminary operation for wetting the
inside of the positive displacement pump, when it is
judged by the judging part that the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry.

44. A method of controlling a liquid ejecting apparatus
including: a head member having a nozzle and a
liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a

main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting
unit based on ejecting data; a capping member rel-
atively movable between a position away from the
head member and a position in contact with the
head member; a suction way communicated with an
inside of the capping member; and a built-in slide-
rotator type of positive displacement pump provided
in the suction way; the method comprising

a step of recognizing a state quantity related
to a dry state in an inside of the built-in slide-rotator
type of positive displacement pump,

a step of judging whether the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing
the state quantity related to a dry state in an inside
of the built-in slide-rotator type of positive displace-
ment pump with a standard state quantity that has
been set in advance, and

a step of carrying out a preliminary operation
for wetting the inside of the positive displacement
pimp, when it is judged that the inside of the positive
displacement pump is dry.

45. A method of controlling a liquid ejecting apparatus
including: a head member having a nozzle and a
liquid-ejecting unit that ejects liquid in the nozzle; a
main controlling part that drives the liquid-ejecting
unit based on ejecting data; a capping member rel-
atively movable between a position away from the
head member and a position in contact with the
head member; a suction way communicated with an
inside of the capping member; and a reciprocating-
mechanism type of positive displacement pump
provided in the suction way; the method comprising

a step of recognizing a state quantity related
to a dry state in an inside of the reciprocating-mech-
anism type of positive displacement pump,

a step of judging whether the inside of the pos-
itive displacement pump is dry or not, by comparing
the state quantity related to a dry state in an inside
of the reciprocating-mechanism type of positive dis-
placement pump with a standard state quantity that
has been set in advance, and

a step of carrying out a preliminary operation
for wetting the inside of the positive displacement
pump, when it is judged that the inside of the posi-
tive displacement pump is dry.
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